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INTRODUCTION 
 
 From December 1979 until September 2013, the United States Department of the Interior 

held in trust and invested funds awarded to the Western Shoshone Identifiable Group.  The Court 

held that, during certain discrete periods of time, the Interior Department breached its statutory 

trust obligations by investing those funds in securities whose maturities were too short-term in 

character.  Western Shoshone Identifiable Group v. United States, 143 Fed. Cl. 545, 629-58 

(2019) (“Liability Opinion”).  The Court also held that the Interior Department prudently 

invested the Western Shoshone judgment funds during other discrete sub-periods.  Id.  At the 

trial held from July 21 to 24, 2020, the parties presented evidence regarding how much 

additional investment income the Interior Department could have earned, had it invested 

prudently during the breach periods.   

In accordance with controlling law, the United States presented reasonable damages 

calculations based upon income that could have been earned by investing in a manner consistent 

with sound principles of finance and real-world constraints, including the Interior Department’s 

statutory obligations, policies and practices.  The United States’ calculation of $73,816,515 

million in damages for the 326-K Fund and $987,920 in damages of the 326-A Funds reflects 

investments in a laddered bond portfolio:  a buy-and-hold investment strategy that actually could 

have been achieved through real world investments by the Interior Department during the breach 

periods.  This straightforward and substantial estimate of damages offered by the United States’ 

expert, University of Texas finance professor Dr. Laura T. Starks, offers the Court a sound basis 

for awarding judgment in this case.   

 By contrast, Plaintiffs’ claim for $133 million in damages is derived from a handpicked 

and custom-weighted bond index whose results could not reasonably be achieved through 
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prudent real world investments.  Plaintiffs’ calculations also built-in damages-inflating 

assumptions that depend on hindsight, ignore risk, and assume investment decision-making 

inconsistent with this Court’s Liability Opinion.  Contrary to Plaintiffs’ contentions, the synthetic 

bond index approach Plaintiffs’ expert, Kevin Nunes, presented at trial does not reflect “market 

returns” but instead measures what the Interior Department could have earned only by buying 

and selling huge volumes of securities on a monthly basis without regard to principles of risk and 

return.  Furthermore, Mr. Nunes admitted and was forced to recant a $50 million error in his 

damages calculations, casting doubt on the reliability of his analysis.  Cross-examination 

revealed other errors and assumptions in Mr. Nunes’s calculations that demonstrate his overreach 

and further undermine his credibility.  The Court should reject Plaintiffs’ hindsight driven, 

unrealistic damages calculations.   

 The Court should also reject Plaintiffs’ request to collect damages between the end of the 

claim periods and trial.  Plaintiffs now admit that prejudgment interest is not appropriate in this 

case, see Pls.’ Post Trial Br. dated Sept. 11, 2020 (ECF 201) at 1-2, but claim that Plaintiffs are 

nevertheless entitled to additional damages running from 2013 to the time of the July 2020 trial.  

Id. at 2, 26-27.  This argument has no support in the law, conflicts with this Court’s liability 

opinion, and ignores the factual record.  This Court has ruled that the breaches of trust for the 

Docket 326-K Fund ended in September 2006, and ended for the Docket 326-A Funds in January 

2012.  Liability Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. at 651-652, 658-661.  There is no basis to continue to 

calculate damages until 2020 for breaches of trust that ended in 2006 and 2012.  Furthermore, as 

the Court has acknowledged, the 326-K Fund was fully distributed to its beneficiaries by 

September 30, 2013.  Liability Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. 545, 652.  Thus, there were no Docket 326-

K funds left for the Interior Department to manage after 2013, and the additional investment 
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income that the Interior Department would have earned but for the breach would have been 

distributed to all fund beneficiaries by 2013.  The only possible basis to “bring damages 

forward” would be to compensate the Plaintiffs for the time value of the money that Plaintiffs 

would have received had a judgment been paid in 2013 — i.e., to compensate Plaintiffs for the 

effects of inflation.  See DX 2120, Surrebuttal Declaration of Dr. Laura T. Starks at WSIG-

TRIAL-010666-68.  But as Plaintiffs now concede, “the United States is immune from an award 

of prejudgment interest in the absence of express congressional consent to such an award, 

Library of Congress v. Shaw, 478 U.S. 310, 314 (1986),” and “[t]here is no applicable waiver of 

immunity that would permit an award of prejudgment interest in this case, and that is not what 

WSIG seeks.”  Pls.’ Post Trial Br. at 1-2.  See also Mitchell v. United States, 664 F.2d 265, 275 

(Ct. Cl. 1981) aff'd and remanded, 463 U.S. 206 (1983) (“There is no more warrant for including 

back-interest in a judgment on claims for unpaid compensation in this case than in the myriad of 

other non-constitutional suits (including Indian claims) in which we cannot award interest.”).   

 For these reasons, and for the reasons set forth in detail below, the Court should award 

damages of no more than $73,816,515 for the breaches of trust associated with the Interior 

Department’s management of the Docket 326-K Fund, and damages of $987,920 for the 

breaches of trust associated with the Interior Department’s management of the Docket 326-A-1 

and Docket 326-A-3 Funds.   

LEGAL STANDARDS AND THE BURDEN OF PROOF 
 

Damages for the statutory breaches of trust the Court found in its Liability Opinion 

should place the Plaintiffs in the position they would have been in, but for the breach.  Liability 

Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. at 627; see also Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs Reservation of Or. 

v. United States, 248 F.3d 1365, 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2001).  Specifically, the Court should measure 
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damages for each liability period as the difference between the amount of investment income that 

the Interior Department actually earned during that period and the amount of investment income 

the Government would have earned using a prudent alternative investment portfolio.  See Evans 

v. Akers, 534 F.3d 65, 74 (1st Cir. 2008) (“Losses . . . from breaches of the duty of prudence may 

be ascertained, with the help of expert analysis, by comparing the performance of the imprudent 

investments with the performance of a prudently invested portfolio.”); Graden v. Conexant Sys. 

Inc., 496 F.3d 291, 301 (3d Cir. 2007) (“the measure of damages is the amount that affected 

accounts would have earned if prudently invested.”).  Accord Restatement (Third) of Trusts 

§ 100 (2012) (Damages for a breach of trust should be measured by “the amount required to 

restore the values of the trust estate and trust distributions to what they would have been if the 

portion of the trust affected by the breach had been properly administered”); Uzyel v. Kadisha, 

188 Cal.App.4th 866, 907, 116 Cal.Rptr.3d 244, 277 (2010) (“[D]amages based on what a 

prudent investor would have done would be appropriate for a breach of the duty of prudent 

investing … and therefore would show the amount of profits lost….”).   

As this Court has recognized, prudence requires a trustee to act “as a prudent investor 

would, in light of the purposes, terms, distribution requirements, and other circumstances of the 

trust.”  Liability Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. at 608 (citing Restatement (Third) of Trusts § 90 (2012)).  

A trustee is not required to “seek out only the highest yielding instruments to achieve absolute 

top dollar without any consideration of the fiduciary duties of skill, caution, and care.”  Liability 

Opinion, 143 Fed Cl. at 615.  Rather, a fiduciary should balance risk and return, investing “with 

a view both to safety of the capital and to securing a reasonable return.”  Id. at 613 (quoting 

Restatement (Third) of Trusts § 90 cmt. e (2012)).  Accordingly, a prudent alternative portfolio is 
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one designed to achieve reasonable returns consistent with the Interior Department’s statutory 

obligations, policies and practices regarding the management of risk. 

Plaintiffs bear the burden to present a damages estimate that is reasonable and 

“plausible.”  See Warm Springs, 248 F.3d at 1371.  In the context of this case, Plaintiffs must 

prove damages based upon the earnings that the Interior Department plausibly could have earned 

in the absence of a breach, considering information available at the time of those investments.  

See Liability Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. at 612 (prudence “is to be judged as of the time the 

investment decision in question was made, not with the benefit of hindsight  . . .  The trustee is 

not a guarantor of the trust’s investment performance.”) (quoting Restatement (Third) of Trusts § 

90 cmt. b (2012)); Metzler v. Graham, 112 F.3d 207, 209 (5th Cir. 1997) (“Prudence [under 

ERISA] is evaluated at the time of the investment without the benefit of hindsight.”).  A 

plausible alternative portfolio is also one that the Interior Department could have earned 

consistent with its statutory obligations, policies and practices.  Plaintiffs must establish that their 

proffered damages estimate reflects a “plausible” “alternative investment strateg[y],” see Warm 

Springs, 248 F.3d at 1371, and the United States does not bear the burden to prove that Plaintiffs’ 

proffered damages estimate is implausible.   

ARGUMENT 
 

I. The United States’ Damages Calculations Comply with this Court’s Liability 
Opinion and Result from Plausible Investments Consistent with the Interior 
Department’s Practices and Policies 

 
At trial, the United States presented damages calculations through its expert, Dr. Laura T. 

Starks, the Charles E. and Sarah M. Seay Regents Chair Professor of Finance at the McCombs 

School of Business at the University of Texas at Austin.  See Damages Trial Tr. 294:19-583:4 

(Starks).  Dr. Starks analyzed each of the discrete breach periods the Court identified in its 
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Liability Opinion, and offered her opinion regarding a prudent alternative investment approach 

that the Interior Department could have taken during these periods.  Damages Trial Tr. 401:1-

426:18; JX 435 (Expert Report of Dr. Laura T. Starks dated Nov. 15, 2019) (“Starks Damages 

Report”); DX 2124 (Starks Demonstrative Exhibits).  In accordance with the Court’s opinion, 

Dr. Starks selected alternative prudent investments that were longer-term in character, and reflect 

an investment time horizon consistent with the investments the Court found prudent during the 

non-breach periods.  Dr. Starks also selected a buy-and-hold alternative investment strategy 

consistent with the Interior Department’s policies and practices, which require Interior to balance 

investment returns against the risk of capital losses and prohibit frequent trading.  The portfolio 

she proposes is based on a buy-and-hold ladder of bonds with a broad range of maturities.  This 

approach mitigates interest rate risk, while also taking advantage of higher-yielding longer-term 

bonds.  Dr. Starks’s model also offers Interior flexibility to adapt its portfolio — replacing 

maturing bonds with longer or shorter-term bonds as the circumstances warrant.   

Dr. Starks’s methodology for calculating damages, set forth in more detail below, see 

Section I(D), is straightforward. Dr. Starks calculated the additional income that Interior would 

have earned using her proposed alternative investment portfolio for each breach period.  She then 

compared the investment income generated during each breach period to the actual balance of 

the Fund at the end of that breach period.  For non-breach periods, Dr. Starks applied the actual 

growth rate of the Fund during those periods to the but-for portfolio balance resulting from the 

breach periods.  So, for example, for the Docket 326-K Fund for the breach period August 1980 

to November 1992, Dr. Starks calculated that her proposed alternative investment portfolio 

would have generated an additional $21,382,643.  Dr. Starks effectively added that additional 

investment income to the balance of the Fund in December 1992, and assumed that it would have 
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grown at the actual rate that the Fund grew during the December 1992 to March 1997 prudent 

period, growing the damages amount from $21,382,643 to $26,505,699 by April 1997.  See 

attached Exhibit 11  Dr. Starks’s total calculations of damages therefore included not only the 

amounts of income Interior would have earned for the Funds during the breach periods, but also 

additional income that would have been earned on breach period damages during non-breach 

periods if Interior had invested prudently during the breach periods.  Dr. Starks’s calculations 

ended in September 2013 when the Docket 326-K Fund was fully paid out to its beneficiaries 

and when all alleged breaches of trust for the Docket 326-K and 326-A Funds had ended.  

As discussed further below, Dr. Starks’s calculations present a fair approximation of 

damages grounded in a prudent and achievable investment strategy that Interior could have 

executed in the real world, in accordance with its policies and practices and in light of 

contemporaneous facts.    

A. Dr. Starks Selected a Buy-and-Hold Investment Strategy Consistent with the 
Interior Department’s Statutory Obligations, Policies and Practices 

 
In selecting alternative investment portfolios for the 326-K and 326-A Funds, Dr. Starks 

accounted for the statutory obligations that constrain the Interior Department’s Indian trust fund 

investments and the policies and practices that Interior has adopted over time to meet those 

statutory obligations.  As the Court has observed, 25 U.S.C. § 162a limits the government’s 

investment of tribal trust funds to fixed-income securities backed by the full faith and credit of 

the United States.  Liability Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. at 555-56.  Guided by this statutory mandate, 

                                                           
1 The attached Exhibit 1 summarizes Dr. Starks’s damages calculations for the 326-K and 326-A 
Funds for each breach and non-breach period, and reflects information disclosed in discovery 
and presented at trial.  The United States submits this exhibits in response to the Court’s request 
that the parties present computations “breach period by breach period.”  Damages Trial Tr. 
750:2-10 
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the Interior Department has adopted policies and practices designed, in part, to avoid principal 

losses.2  As Interior formally recognized as early as 1966, “[g]overnment-backed securities, 

while basically safe, can result in losses unless held to maturity.”  JX 5 at WSIG-TRIAL-00102  

(June 16, 1966 BIA Investment Policy Memorandum).  Accordingly, the Interior Department has 

long followed a practice and policy of holding bonds and securities to maturity, Liability Trial 

Tr. 434:16-451:2; 462:2-467:17 (Winter), and a corresponding practice and policy of avoiding 

frequent trades that could “result in recurring losses.”  JX 5 at WSIG-TRIAL-00102; see 

Liability Trial Tr. 448:1-5 (Winter); JX 280 at WSIG-TRIAL-03029-3030; Tr. 467:6-17 (Winter) 

(comparing 1966 BIA policy (JX 5) to current policy of the Office of the Special Trustee (JX 

280)). 

As it was further formalized in 1997, the Interior Department’s Office of Trust Fund 

Management established a “Holding vs. Trading” policy that states as follows:  

The substance of the portfolio activities will demonstrate the 
fundamental designation of the investment securities as portfolio 
assets with the intent and ability to hold to maturity. Infrequent 
investment portfolio restructuring carried out in conjunction with a 
prudent overall risk-management plan that does not result in a 
pattern of gains being taken and losses deferred will generally be 
viewed as an acceptable practice within the context of an investment 
portfolio. 

 
JX 280 at WSIG-TRIAL-03030 (emphasis added).  As Mr. Winter testified in 2017, and the 

plain language of the policy shows, Interior will not actively trade securities in a tribe’s portfolio, 

and will avoid investment activities that result in patterns of taking gains and deferring losses.  

                                                           
2 During the 2017 trial, Robert Winter, then a senior manager at the Office of the Special Trustee 
(OST) for American Indians, testified extensively about the policies that the Special Trustee, and 
its predecessor, the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), Office of Trust Funds Management (OTFM), 
adopted to implement 25 U.S.C. § 162a.  Tr. 438:3-443:25; 447:19-454:1 (Winter).   
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Liability Trial Tr. 450:4-451:2 (Winter).  The increased number of transactions required by a 

strategy requiring frequent sales of securities before maturity are “too risky and put[] the 

portfolio’s principal at risk.”  Liability Trial Tr. 453:8-454:1 (Winter).  Although Interior does 

not completely forbid the sale of securities prior to maturity, it prohibits the kind of regular 

portfolio restructuring that would cause invested funds to realize gains and losses that occur as 

bonds prices fluctuate.  Liability Trial Tr. 450:4-451:2 (Winter) (“we’re permitted infrequent 

investment restructuring if the market conditions present themselves as such, but we can’t be 

doing so by establishing a pattern of buying and selling, reaping gains and losses on any sort of 

frequency”).   

During the 2017 trial, Mr. Winter delineated four exceptions under which selling 

securities prior to maturity was permissible and consistent with Interior’s policies: (1) when 

market conditions allow for sale at a “very nice gain” and the security can be replaced with one 

of similar characteristics; (2) when cash needs arise; (3) when an opportunity to replace a 

security with less than one year to maturity at a desirable interest rate occurs; and (4) when 

quality, as measured by the credit rating, for a security falls below an acceptable level.  See 

Liability Trial Tr. 448:20- 449:21.  See also JX 280 at WSIG-TRIAL-03029.  But these 

exceptions are applied on a case-by-case basis and cannot add up to a “pattern.”  JX 280 at 

WSIG-TRIAL-03030; Liability Trial Tr. 450:4-451:2; 453:8-15 (Winter).   

Interior’s detailed written policies mandating “buy-and-hold” investment strategies have 

remained unchanged since 1997, and they clearly apply to the breach periods from 1997-2006 

for the Docket 326-K Fund, and the 1997 to 2012 breach periods for the Docket 326-A Funds.  

See JX 280 at WSIG-TRIAL-03029-30 (1997 OTFM Policy); JX 337 at WSIG-TRIAL-03741-

42 (1999 OTFM Policy), JX 345 WSIG-TRIAL-03844-45 (2000 OTFM Policy), JX 380 WSIG-
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TRIAL-05263 (2005 OST Policy); Liability Trial Tr. 460:4-461:1 (2005 Policy applied from 

2005 through 2012) (Winter).  The buy-and-hold policy and practice goes back to 1966, when 

the Bureau of Indian Affairs first undertook a formal program of tribal trust investments.  See JX 

5 (1966 Policy); Liability Trial Tr. 462:2-467:17 (Winter) (affirming consistency between 1966 

BIA “buy-and-hold” policy and contemporary OTFM policies).  Thus at all times relevant to this 

lawsuit, and during each breach period at issue in the Damages Phase of this case, Interior has 

required the investment of tribal trust funds in accordance with a “buy-and-hold” investment 

strategy. 

The evidence presented during the 2017 and 2020 trials further shows that the Interior 

Department adhered to its buy-and-hold policy in practice during the entire period of its 

management of the Docket 326-K and Docket 326-A Funds from 1979 to 2013.  Although the 

composition of the Docket 326-K portfolio changed over time, with Interior initially investing 

primarily in jumbo CDs, then investing in agency securities, mortgage backed securities and 

longer term bonds, see Liability Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. at 559-62, the Docket 326-K portfolio 

reflected a buy-and-hold investment strategy:  Interior purchased CDs, bonds, and other 

securities and, with few exceptions, held them to maturity.  Dr. Starks testified on this subject at 

both the 2017 and 2020 trials, pointing to demonstrative exhibits that show the actual average 

maturity of the 326-K Fund over the 1979-2012 period.  See Liability Trial Tr. 637:10-21 

(discussing Starks Demonstrative Exhibit 10); Damages Trial Tr. 352:21-353:14 (Starks) 

(discussing DX 2124 at WSIG-TRIAL-10729 (Starks Demonstrative 29)).   
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;  

DX 2124 at WSIG-TRIAL-10729.   

At both trials, Dr. Starks explained that the pattern of the maturity structure of the 326-K 

Fund over the entire period of its investment reflected a buy-and-hold strategy.  Regarding the 

1979 to 1989 period characterized by investments in jumbo CDs, Dr. Starks testified that “if you 

look, you can see that the CDs are purchased, and then they start maturing, so the maturity goes 

down, and then longer CDs are purchased, and then it goes down.  So that’s why you have this 

zig zag here, just the CD being purchased at its maturity and then coming down.”  Liability Trial 

Tr. 637:10-21.  Likewise, with respect to the investments that succeeded the CD program, Dr. 

Starks testified that “what you are seeing here is the effects on maturity of a buy-and-hold policy 

… Longer term securities are purchased and then it – as time goes by, they go down, and then 
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they’re purchased again.”  Damages Trial Tr. 352:21-353:14 (Starks); DX 2124 at WSIG-

TRIAL-10729 (Starks Demonstrative 29).   

Dr. Starks was not alone in this assessment.  Plaintiffs’ expert Dr. Goldstein testified 

during the 2017 trial that, based on his analysis, the Docket 326-K Fund was managed using a 

buy-and-hold investment strategy:  “the Government actually did buy-and-hold stuff.  It didn’t 

turn over the bond portfolio every month.”  Liability Trial Tr. 1016:5-7.  Plaintiffs’ expert Mr. 

Nunes acknowledged the same point.  At trial in 2020, Mr. Nunes explained that he conducted an 

analysis of the several hundreds of securities that Interior held as investments for the 326-K Fund 

from 1992-2010.  Damages Trial Tr. 201:2-202:8 (Nunes).  Mr. Nunes testified that 85 percent 

or more of the securities that Interior held on behalf of the Western Shoshone were held until 

maturity — i.e., that Interior was “adhering to a buy-and-hold concept 85 percent of the time.”  

Damages Trial Tr. 201:2-202:8; 203:19-203:23.  Mr. Nunes also acknowledged that in the 

infrequent instances where the government sold instruments before maturity he never examined 

the reason why the Government did so, and that these sales may therefore have been entirely 

consistent with the Government’s buy-and-hold policy (which did admit of well-defined 

exceptions).3 

Plaintiffs’ claim that the “Government never consistently followed a particular strategy 

when it did prudently invest the Docket 326 Funds,” Pls’ Post Trial Brief at 18, is simply wrong.  

The trial record shows that as a matter of both policy and practice, and as a function of its 

statutory obligation to protect tribal trust fund from principal losses, the Interior Department 

followed a buy-and-hold strategy with respect to the funds at issue in this case.  Based upon this 

                                                           
3 Damages Trial Tr. at 220:21-221:9 (Nunes) (discussing JX 280 at WSIG-TRIAL-3029).   
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evidence, Dr. Starks constructed an alternative portfolio for each breach period that reflects a 

buy-and-hold strategy.  As described further below, Dr. Starks proposes that Interior could have 

adopted a specific type of buy-and-hold strategy that is plausible in light of this policy and 

practice.  As described further below, Dr. Starks’s analysis is based on a type of buy-and-hold 

strategy known as a ladder strategy:  investing in bonds across a range of maturities, holding 

each bond to maturity, and replacing each expiring bond with a new longer-term bond that would 

also be held to maturity.  Damages Trial Tr. 408:23-410:25 (Starks).   

B. Dr. Starks’s Ladder Portfolio Presents a Flexible and Plausible Buy-and-Hold 
Strategy Consistent With Interior’s Policies and Practices 
 
At the 2020 trial, Dr. Starks explained the mechanics of a ladder investment strategy 

generally and her rationale for selecting that strategy to calculate damages in this case.  As 

shown in Dr. Starks’s Demonstrative 62, a laddered portfolio allows an investor to purchase 

bonds across a range of maturities, hold each individual bond to maturity, collect the coupon 

payments on a bond throughout its life, and then reinvest the principal from each expiring bond 

into a new, longer term bond, which is then also held to maturity.   
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DX 2124, WSIG-TRIAL-10762; Damages Trial Tr. 403:23-404:11; 409:3-16 (Starks).  Thus, for 

example, for the August 1980 to December 1992 breach period, Dr. Starks proposes an 

alternative portfolio of bonds ranging in maturity from 1 to 10 years.  Damages Trial Tr. 409:3-

16 (Starks); JX 435 ¶¶ 68-70.  The Fund is invested in equal amounts spread across ten tranches 

of bonds, with 10% invested in each tranche.  Id.4  When the one-year bonds retire, the principal 

and coupon payments on the one-year bonds are reinvested into ten-year bonds.  The maturity of 

the other nine tranches of bonds shortens by a year so that the portfolio remains in balance.  See 

JX 435 ¶ 69; DX 2124, WSIG-TRIAL-10762.  In other words, “the ten-year bond becomes a 

                                                           
4 As Dr. Starks explains in her expert report, her model beginning in August 1980 invests 
$28,055,427, which is the market value of the Docket 326-K Fund on that date, but reserves 
approximately $2.3 million of that amount to fund attorney’s fees arising from the Indian Claims 
Commission case and that were actually paid out in June 1981.  JX 435 ¶ 69.   
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nine-year bond, becomes an eight-year bond, a seven-year bond, and a six-year bond, and each 

year as you reinvest, you’re getting a new ten-year bond as the one-year bond is maturing.”  

Damages Trial Tr. 409:10-16 (Starks).   

This investment approach is straightforward and maintains a time-diversified and 

balanced portfolio without selling securities prior to maturity, shielding the portfolio from 

realizing potential losses due to unfavorable changes in interest rates.  JX 435 ¶ 63.  The ladder 

approach also offers flexibility, allowing Interior to modify its investment time horizon 

incrementally —investing in longer-term or shorter-term bonds each year in accordance with the 

needs of the Fund.  Id. ¶¶63, 76, 83-84.  For example, and as detailed further below, Dr. Starks’s 

ladder portfolio for the Docket 326-K Fund is structured to achieve a five-year weighted average 

maturity during the 1980 to 1992 and 1997 to 2004 breach periods — periods where the timeline 

for distribution remained highly uncertain, and legislation requiring distribution of the Fund had 

not yet been passed.  JX 435 ¶¶69-70; Damages Trial Tr. 408:9-409:16 (Starks).  But, for the 

2004 to 2006 breach period, which follows passage of the Western Shoshone Judgment Fund 

Distribution Act in 2004, Dr. Starks’s ladder portfolio adjusts to the nearer-term likelihood of 

distribution by becoming less exposed to interest rate risk.  “That’s one thing a ladder can do, it 

gives you flexibility to be able to shorten maturity.”  Damages Trial Tr. 409:22-410:2 (Starks).  

The ladder strategy also offers flexibility to lengthen the portfolio when circumstances warrant, 

as Dr. Starks proposes for the 326-A Funds when it became known that the appropriate 

investment horizon for these funds was longer term.  See JX 435 ¶¶ 83-84.   

Ladder portfolio strategies like the one Dr. Starks proposes here are standard investment 

strategies for fixed income investors.  As Dr. Starks explained, “they’ve been used a lot with 

government securities.  They’ve been used a lot with pension funds, with endowments, with 
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foundations.  It’s a very common thing.”  Damages Trial Tr. 412:15-19 (Starks).  As the trial 

record shows, the Interior Department often considers using ladder portfolio strategies in its 

investment of tribal trust funds.  See Damages Trial Tr. 258:21-266:25 (Nunes).  For example, in 

an August 4, 1999 presentation to the Te-Moak Western Shoshone Tribal Council (the governing 

body of one of the tribes whose members are among the beneficiaries of the Funds at issue in this 

case), Interior’s Office of the Special Trustee proposed a “laddered portfolio strategy” as an 

option for tribal investments.  See DX 2121 at WSIG-TRIAL-10691.  Extolling the virtues of a 

ladder portfolio strategy, the Office of the Special Trustee explained that such an investment 

approach “generates higher-than-average yields,” maintains liquidity, and minimizes 

reinvestment risk.  Id.  The United States also presented evidence at trial that the Interior 

Department considered or employed ladder strategies in its investments on behalf of the Jicarilla 

Apache Tribe, DX 2122, and the Pueblo of Laguna.  See DX 2123.  The United States 

demonstrated that ladder portfolio strategies are among those referenced in the Interior 

Department’s Indian trust fund policy manuals.  See JX 375 at WSIG-TRIAL-5068; JX 376 at 

WSIG-TRIAL-05147.  Indeed, going back to 1966, the Interior Department has recommended 

ladder-type strategies as a method to balance risk and return, and to preserve the safety of Indian 

trust fund portfolios.  See JX 5 (1966 BIA Policy) at WSIG-TRIAL-00101-102 (“Investments 

could be time-staggered to safeguard the tribe against being faced with unforeseen cash 

requirements which might force marketing of the securities prior to maturity dates.”) (emphasis 

added).   

In short, Dr. Starks’s ladder portfolio approach to calculating damages reflects a realistic 

and plausible alternative investment strategy that Interior could have employed, consistent with 
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its policies and practices, and is an appropriate benchmark for assessing the but-for investment 

performance of the Docket 326-K and 326-A Funds during the breach periods. 

C. Dr. Starks’s But-For Ladder Portfolio Manages Risk and Safely Optimizes Returns 
 

Dr. Starks’s ladder portfolio approach is also consistent with sound principles of finance.  

As Dr. Starks testified at trial, a ladder portfolio strategy mitigates reinvestment risk and 

maintains a stable duration.  “[B]ecause you’re holding the bonds to maturity . . . It mitigates 

reinvestment risk from those maturing securities,” — i.e. the risk that bond prices might fall and 

that sales of securities prior to maturity could result in losses.  Damages Trial Tr. 412:7-10 

(Starks).  At the same time, because the laddered portfolio includes a balanced proportion of 

bonds across a range of maturities, it maintains a stable “duration” —that is, “a stability in the 

[interest rate] risk of this portfolio over time.”  Damages Trial Tr. 412:11-14 (Starks).  As Dr. 

Starks explained “duration” is a “measure of looking at the amount a bond’s price is exposed to 

interest rate risk.  So the higher the duration, the more interest rate risk that there is, and, again, 

the duration shows how sensitive a bond is to changes in the price of the bond when interest rates 

change.”  Damages Trial Tr. 369:5-10 (Starks).  By maintaining a stable duration, Dr. Starks’s 

ladder portfolio effectively manages interest rate risk. 

Furthermore, Dr. Starks’s ladder portfolio presents an approach that accounts for the 

tradeoffs between risk and return.  At trial, the United States’ expert Dr. Francis Longstaff, a 

chaired professor of Finance at the UCLA Anderson School of Management, analyzed three 

strategies that an investor could have adopted at the beginning of the first breach period in this 

case (August 4, 1980) and performed a simulation of 1,000,000 random paths of interest rates 

over the period of the following ten years to determine which strategy best optimized risk and 

return.  See JX 436 (Expert Report of Francis Longstaff, Ph.D. dated November 15, 2019) 
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(“Longstaff Expert Report”), ¶¶ 42-49; Damages Trial Tr. 609:11-622:4 (Longstaff).  Strategy # 

1 was a buy-and-hold strategy in which the investor purchases a bond with one year left to 

maturity, holds it to maturity, and then replaces it with another one-year bond each year for ten 

years.  See JX 436 ¶ 42; Damages Trial Tr. 610:2-8 (Longstaff).  This strategy holds bonds to 

maturity but commits to a continuous stream of short, one-year investments.  Strategy # 2 is a 

simple buy-and-hold strategy in which the investor purchases a bond with ten years to maturity 

and holds that bond to maturity.  See JX 436 ¶ 42; Damages Trial Tr. 610:9-15 (Longstaff).  

Strategy # 3 involved buying and selling bonds with ten years to maturity throughout the ten year 

period.  JX 436 ¶ 42; Damages Trial Tr. 610:16-611:7 (Longstaff).  Specifically, Strategy # 3 

targeted a ten-year average maturity but achieved that goal by buying a ten-year bond in year one 

and then selling and replacing that ten-year bond each year at prevailing market prices, thus 

realizing gains or losses at the time of each sale.  Damages Trial Tr. 610:16-611:7 (Longstaff).   

Dr. Longstaff drew several conclusions from this analysis that are relevant to the Court’s 

evaluation of Dr. Starks’s buy-and-hold ladder portfolio and Mr. Nunes’ frequent-trading model.  

After examining the results of the three strategies across 1,000,000 simulations, Dr. Longstaff 

concluded that Strategies # 1 and # 2 — the buy-and-hold strategies – carry no risk of principal 

loss so long as the investor is not required to liquidate the portfolio prior to maturity.  See JX 436 

at ¶¶ 44-45; Damages Trial Tr. 614:4-616:11 (Longstaff).  Dr. Longstaff also found that Strategy 

# 1, which involved holding a series of one-year bonds to maturity over the ten year period, 

generated higher expected returns than the other two strategies in the simulation at the end of the 

ten year period.  See DX 2125 at WSIG-TRIAL 10778-80 (Longstaff Demonstrative Exs. 7-9).  

Strategy # 3, which involved a continuous series of market transactions in which the investor 

sold a ten-year bond each year prior to maturity and replaced it with a new ten year bond was a 
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volatile strategy that carried significant risk:  a 16.6% probability of loss after 5 years and a 3.2% 

probability of loss after 10 years.  See DX 2125 at WSIG-TRIAL-10780 (Longstaff 

Demonstrative Exs. 9).  As Dr. Longstaff explained, Strategy # 3 presents greater risks of 

significant losses than either Strategies # 1 or # 2.   

 

DX 2125 (Longstaff Demonstrative Ex. 11) at WSIG-TRIAL-10782.  As Dr. Longstaff testified 

at trial, if an investor followed Strategy 3, “[e]ven after three, four, five years, some of th[e] 

[potential] losses are on the order of 20, 25 percent.  Even going out to ten years, if there’s a loss, 

it, on average, would be somewhere between 15 to 20 percent.  These are significant -- 

significant from the -- perspective of managing funds.  This would be a huge hit to the value of 

the portfolio.”  Damages Trial Tr. 620:18-25 (Longstaff).   

By contrast, the two buy-and-hold strategies performed similarly to or even offered 

higher expected returns than Strategy 3 depending on how long the portfolio is maintained but 
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exposed the portfolio to a substantially lower risk of losses, and a much lower risk of significant 

losses.  Damages Trial Tr. 618:20-619:20 (Longstaff); See DX 2125 at WSIG-TRIAL-10778-80 

(Longstaff Demonstrative Exs. 7-9).  Dr. Longstaff’s simulation demonstrates that, at least by 

comparison to the type of frequent trading strategy Plaintiffs’ expert Mr. Nunes advocates, Dr. 

Starks’s buy-and-hold ladder portfolio both mitigates risk and ensures competitive returns on 

investment.   

D. Dr. Starks’s But-For Portfolio for Each Breach Period Reflects an Investment Time 
Horizon Consistent with the Court’s Liability Opinion and the Factual Record 

 
Dr. Starks chose an alternative investment time horizon for each breach period that is 

consistent with the Court’s Liability Opinion and supported by the factual record.  During the 

2017 trial, the parties disagreed regarding when and whether the Interior Department should have 

anticipated that the Docket 326-K Fund would be distributed.  See Liability Opinion, 143 Fed. 

Cl. at 635-37.  The parties further disagreed regarding when Interior should have known that the 

326-A Funds were to be earmarked as long-term investments.  Liability Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. at 

653-58.  The Court’s Liability Opinion resolved some of the parties’ disputes, and offered 

guidance for the parties in fashioning their damages calculations.   

For example, the Court ruled that, although the timeframe for distribution of the Docket 

326-K Fund was uncertain before Congress enacted the Distribution Act in 2004, Interior’s 

investments in CDs with maturities of two years or less from August 1980 to December 1992 

were imprudent because those investments were too short-term.  Id. at 640.  The Court also ruled 

that Interior’s investment of the 326-K Fund between April and December 1997 (weighted 

average years to call between three and a half years to three years) and between 1998 and 2004 

(weighted average years to call decreasing from three years to seven months) was too 
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concentrated in short-term investments.  Id. at 641-43.  For the 326-A-1 and A-3 Funds, the 

Court found that Interior should have known by 1998 that those Funds were to be earmarked for 

long term uses, and that the investments made on behalf of those Funds were too short-term in 

character from 1992 to 2012.  Id. at 652-53. 

The Court also provided guidance regarding what investment time horizons were 

prudent.  With respect to the 326-K Fund, the Court ruled that “[t]he record does not indicate 

that getting distribution legislation for the 326-K Fund passed through Congress or that getting 

the money distributed to plaintiffs would necessarily take longer than five to ten years, despite 

plaintiffs’ argument to the contrary,” Id. at 640, and that Interior’s investment of the 326-K Fund 

from a peak weighted average years to call of just under ten years in September 1993 to an 

approximate weighted average years to call of just under five years by March 1997, is arguably 

within the range of prudence.  Id.  Likewise with respect to the 326-A Funds, the Court indicated 

that those funds should have been invested in a manner similar to the 326-K Funds during the 

1992-1997 prudent period, Liability Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. at 654-55, and that from 1998 

forward, the 326-A Funds should have been invested much longer term – in accordance with the 

understanding that the Funds were earmarked for use as permanent education trust funds.  Id. at 

655-66.   

Guided by the Court’s clarifying rulings, Dr. Starks consulted the factual record 

presented at trial in 2017, including facts concerning the uncertainty surrounding the distribution 

date for the Docket 326-K Funds prior to 2004.  As Dr. Starks explained in her expert report and 

as she testified at trial in 2017, “an uncertain investment horizon does not equate to a long 

investment horizon.”  JX 435 ¶ 54; Liability Trial Tr. 680:11-16.  “On the contrary, it is more 

appropriate to invest in shorter-term securities when the investment horizon is unknown because 
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an unexpected need for liquidity (if resolution to the impasse comes sooner than expected) could 

lead to loss of investment principal if those investments were made in longer-term securities, and 

interest rates increased in the interim.”  JX 435 ¶ 54.  Given the high level of uncertainty 

regarding the timing of distribution prior to the passage of the 2004 Distribution Act, and in 

keeping with the Interior Department’s commitment to avoid undue risk, Dr. Starks judged that 

the appropriate pre-Distribution Act investment horizon for the 326-K Fund was a ladder of 

securities ranging from 1 to 10 years in maturity.  JX 435 ¶ 58; Damages Trial Tr. 405:2-11 

(Starks).  Likewise for the 326-A Funds, for the 1992 to 1998 period during which the purpose of 

those funds remained uncertain, and liquidation of those funds was a genuine possibility, Dr. 

Starks adopted a 1-to-10-year ladder portfolio.   

For the period following the enactment of the 2004 Distribution Act, Dr. Starks modified 

her investment time horizon for the 326-K Fund to reflect the increasing likelihood of near-term 

distribution.  For the July 2004 to September 2006 breach period, Dr. Starks adapted her but-for 

ladder portfolio to increase its liquidity, proposing that Interior would have been prudent to begin 

replacing maturing bonds with investments in new one-year bonds, which would gradually bring 

down the weighted average maturity of the portfolio as an expected distribution drew nearer.  JX 

435 ¶ 76; Damages Trial Tr. 409:17-410:2 (Starks); DX 2124 at WSIG-TRIAL-10763 (Starks 

Demonstrative 63). 
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As Dr. Starks explained, “in 2004, instead of buying another ten-year bond, as you’re continuing 

the ladder, you buy an additional one-year bond, and then you do that again in 2005.  So you’re 

shortening the maturity.”  Damages Trial Tr. 409:22-410:2 (Starks).  Dr. Starks’s but-for 

investment portfolio continues this approach from July 2004 until September 2006 when the 

breach period ends.  See JX 435 at ¶ 76. 

For the 326-A Funds, in accordance with the Court’s ruling that these funds should have 

been invested longer term in the time period beginning in 1998, see Liability Opinion, 143 Fed. 

Cl. at 655-56, Dr. Starks transitions her but-for portfolio from a ten-year ladder with a weighted 

average maturity of five years to a twenty-eight year ladder with a weighted average maturity of 

fourteen years.  JX 438 (Rebuttal Expert Report of Laura Starks, Ph.D., dated January 31, 2020) 

(“Starks Rebuttal Report”) ¶ 44 n.55, Ex. 26; Damages Trial Tr. 410:7-25 (Starks).  This 
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fourteen-year weighted average maturity is consistent with actual weighted average maturity of 

the 326-A Funds after 2012, when the Court ruled that those fund were invested prudently.  See 

Liability Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. at 661 (“average weighted maturity years to call of eleven to 

fourteen years.”).   

As detailed further below, Dr. Starks’s selection of investment time horizons for her 

alternative investment portfolios adheres closely to the record of investments the Court 

considered prudent in its Liability Opinion, and it operates within the constraints and policy 

objectives of the Department of the Interior.   

1. A Five-Year Weighted Average Maturity for the 326-K and 326-A Funds for 
the Breach Periods Prior to Enactment of the 2004 Distribution Act is 
Appropriate, Consistent with Case Facts and Within the Court’s Approved 
Range of Prudence 

 
The Court has ruled that the Interior Department’s investment of the 326-K Funds from 

December 1992 to March 1997 was “within the range of prudence.”  Liability Opinion, 143 Fed. 

Cl. at 658-59.  The weighted average years to call of the portfolio across that period ranged from 

4.7 to 9.7 years.  See JX 423 (Starks Liability Report), Ex. 2A at WSIG-TRIAL-07025-27.  As 

discussed above, Interior’s investment record shows that during this period —as in all others — 

Interior exercised a buy-and-hold strategy.  Damages Trial Tr. 352:21-353:14 (Starks).  

Consequently, the weighted average years to call of the portfolio increased in March 1993, when 

Interior purchased longer-term securities, but then decreased as those securities began to mature 

over the next several years.  See JX 423, Ex. 2A at WSIG-TRIAL-07025-27; DX 2124 (Starks 

Demonstrative 29) at WSIG-TRIAL-10729.  Interior’s investment record also shows, and Dr. 

Starks testified, that, during the 1992 to 1997 prudent period, the weighted average years to call 

of the 326-K portfolio was under six years about 50% of the time.  DX 2124 (Starks 
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Demonstrative 30) at WSIG-TRIAL 10730; Damages Trial Tr. 365:6-15 (Starks).  The record 

shows that, 80% of the time between December 1992 and March 1997, the 326-K portfolio 

reflected a weighted average years to call of under seven and a half years.  Id.   

 

As the Court has pointed out, this record of investment is consistent with 

contemporaneous guidance from the director of the Office of Trust Funds Management, Fred 

Kellerup, that the government should invest tribal trust funds in government bonds ranging from 

three to seven years.  Liability Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. at 639-40 (citing JX 259 at WSIG-TRIAL 

2771).  That the overwhelming majority of investments during this time reflect a weighted 

average years to call of 4.7 to 7.5 years is also consistent with Interior’s statutory obligation to 

guard against principal losses, given the uncertain timeline for distribution of the Fund at this 

point in time.  The Court has observed that getting money distributed to plaintiffs would not 
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necessarily take longer than five to ten years, Liability Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. at 640.  Further, the 

United States introduced evidence at the 2017 trial indicating that distribution plans for judgment 

funds awarded to tribes in the 1980s and 1990s were in many cases completed in a period of 

three years or less.  See Liability Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. at 644-45 (summarizing evidence).  

Given this background and the Court’s ruling that Interior acted prudently in its investments 

from December 1992 and March 1997, Dr. Starks reasonably chose a five-year weighted average 

maturity for the alternative ladder portfolio she uses to calculate damages for the 326-K Fund 

from August 1980 to November 1992, and from April 1997 to June 2004.  As discussed above, 

Dr. Starks’s alternative ladder portfolio reflects investments in government bonds with maturities 

ranging from 1 to 10 years, and would have allowed Interior to shorten the maturity of its 

portfolio gradually as distribution plans materialized.    

The same reasoning supports Dr. Starks’s decision to select a five-year weighted average 

maturity for the 326-A Funds from March 1992 to November 1998 — prior to passage of the 

2004 Distribution Act but before these funds were earmarked for educational purposes.  The 

Court ruled that, during this period, “there was no consensus among the tribes and the 

Department of the Interior regarding a potential distribution for the 326-A Funds,” and that 

Interior should have known that the Funds would not be distributed in the near-short-term.  

Liability Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. at 654-55.  The Court pointed to the prudent management of the 

326-K Funds during roughly this same period (December 1992 to March 1997) as an example of 

how Interior could have managed the 326-A Funds more prudently, finding that the 326-K Fund 

and 326-A Funds “had the same investment horizon” during this time.  Id. at 655.  As discussed 

above, Dr. Starks’s ten-year ladder portfolio, which reflects a five-year weighted average 

maturity, is consistent with Interior’s prudent management of the 326-K Fund from 1992 to 1997 
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and provides an appropriate set of alternative investments for the 326-A Funds during the March 

1992 to November 1998 breach period. 

2. Shortening the Investment Time Horizon from July 2004 to September 2006 
Is Consistent with the Impending Distribution 

 
The Court ruled that, from July 2004 to September 2006, the Interior Department 

breached its trust obligations by investing the 326-K Funds in a portfolio with a weighted 

average years to call between approximately 6 months and a little more than 1 year.  Liability 

Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. at 647-48.  The Court found that it was unlikely that the 326-K Fund 

would be distributed “within an ultra-short timeframe of approximately one year or less,” and 

that “[p]rudent investment would have likely extended the maturity structure.”  Id. at 647.  Dr. 

Starks took this ruling into account in constructing her but-for portfolio during this time period.  

As discussed above, from July 2004 to September 2006, Dr. Starks maintains the structure of her 

ten-year ladder portfolio, except that instead of replacing retiring bonds with new ten-year bonds, 

Dr. Starks purchases new one-year bonds.  JX 435 ¶ 76; Damages Trial Tr. 409:22-410:2 

(Starks).  This process results in a portfolio in 2005 and 2006 that is gradually becoming more 

liquid, but that retains bonds with remaining maturities ranging between one and nine years (in 

2005) and one and eight years (in 2006).  This portfolio structure reflects a weighted average 

maturity much longer than the six-month to one-year structure the Court found imprudent, but 

accounts for the impending distribution of the Fund, which Interior had reason to believe “would 

begin to occur in the shorter-term during the mid- to late-2000s.”  Liability Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. 

651.  This strategy also maintains consistency with Interior’s buy-and-hold investment practices 

and policy. 
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3. A Weighted Average Maturity of Fourteen Years for the 326-A Funds After 
1998 Is Consistent With the Prudent Practices Interior Adopted for Those 
Funds After 2012 

 
Dr. Starks’s alternative portfolio for the 326-A Funds between November 1998 and 

January 2012 is structured precisely in accordance with the actual management of those funds 

after February 2012, which the Court has deemed prudent.  Liability Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. at 

657-58.  As the Court recognized in its ruling, from February 2012 until September 2013 (the 

end point for Plaintiffs’ allegations in this case) the Interior Department “transitioned the 326-A 

Funds into a longer-term investment portfolio, with an average weighted maturity years to call 

ranging from approximately eleven to fourteen years.”  Id. at 657.  The Court considered this 

investment strategy prudent and well-matched to the certain long term investment time horizon 

for these funds after November 1998.  Id.  Dr. Starks embraces the same long term investment 

time horizon for the alternative portfolio she uses to calculate damages during the November 

1998 to January 2012 breach period, adopting a twenty-eight year ladder portfolio with a 

weighted average years to call of fourteen years.  JX 435 ¶ 84; JX 438 ¶ 44 n.55, Ex. 26; 

Damages Trial Tr. 410:7-25 (Starks).  This approach is straightforward, and should be non-

controversial in view of Plaintiffs’ previous trial concession that a fourteen-year investment time 

horizon was well-matched to the long term nature of the 326-A Funds.  See Liability Opinion, 

143 Fed. Cl. at 657-58 (“Plaintiffs appear to concede that the government’s investment of the 

326-A Funds from February 2012 until 2013 was reasonable”).   

E. Dr. Starks’s But-for-Portfolio Results in Damages of No More Than $73,816,515 for 
the Docket 326-K Fund, and $987,920 for the Docket 326-A-1 and Docket 326-A-3 
Funds.   

 
For each of the breach periods for the 326-K and 326-A Funds, Dr. Starks calculated the 

additional income that Interior would have earned for Plaintiffs had the agency invested in 
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accordance with the alternative ladder portfolios Dr. Starks presented at trial.  Dr. Starks also 

calculated how much additional investment income Interior would have earned for each Fund 

during the non-breach periods, but for the breaches.  Specifically, Dr. Starks assumed that the 

additional income earned during the breach periods would have been part of the Fund balance at 

the beginning of each non-breach period and that this additional investment income would have 

grown at the same rate as the Funds actually grew in the non-breach periods under prudent 

management.  Damages Trial Tr. 413:23-414:13 (Starks).   

1. Dr. Starks’s Calculations for the Docket-326-K Fund 
 

With respect to the 326-K Fund, Dr. Starks started with the balance of the Fund at the 

beginning of the first breach period on August 4, 1980 and calculated the amount of additional 

income that Interior could have earned using a ten-year ladder portfolio between August 1980 

and November 1992, instead of investing in the CD program the Court found imprudent.  This 

calculation resulted in additional investment income of $21,382,643 over and above the income 

that Interior actually earned during the period.  See Exhibit 1. Dr. Starks then assumed that, in a 

but-for world, this additional $21,382,643 would have been part of the 326-K Fund during the 

December 1992 to March 1997 non-breach period, and calculated the amount of additional 

income that the 326-K Fund would have earned during that period — using the rate of actual 

growth for the 326-K Fund during that period.  This calculation resulted in $5,123,056 in 

additional income during the December 1992 to March 1997 non-breach period.  See Exhibit 1.  

Dr. Starks then carried forward the balance of her calculations to determine how much additional 

income Interior would have earned had it invested the 326-K Fund in a one-to-ten-year ladder 

portfolio from April 1997 through June 2004.  That calculation resulted in additional investment 

income of $29,507,915.  See Id.  Dr. Starks then calculated the additional investment income that 
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would have been earned between July 2004 and September 2006 if Interior had continued a 

ladder portfolio approach, but had begun replacing retiring bonds with one-year bonds to shorten 

the overall portfolio maturity in 2005 and 2006.  That calculation resulted in additional 

investment income of $4,684,779.  See Id.  Finally, Dr. Starks calculated the amount of 

additional investment income that the 326-K would have earned during the non-breach period 

from October 2006 through September 2013 when the 326-K Fund was fully distributed to its 

beneficiaries.  As she did for the damages during the October 1992 to March 1997 non-breach 

period, Dr. Starks assumed the balance of the Fund would have included the additional 

investment income earned during the previous breach periods and that the Fund would have 

grown at the same rate it actually grew from October 2006 to September 2013.  That calculation 

resulted in additional investment income of $13,118,123.  See Id.   

 In total, Dr. Starks calculated that a prudent portfolio throughout the life of the 326-K 

Fund would have resulted in investment income of $262,606,465 million, instead of the 

$188,789,950 million that Interior actually earned over the life of the Fund.  Thus, Dr. Starks 

calculated damages of $73,816,515 — the difference between what Interior actually earned and 

what a prudent investment approach would have earned over the life of the 326-K Fund.  JX 435 

at WSIG-TRIAL-08298.  The growth of the 326-K Fund over the damages period under Dr. 

Starks’s alternative investment approach is depicted in Starks Demonstrative 64 presented at 

trial. 
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DX 2124 (Starks Demonstrative Exhibit 64) at WSIG-TRIAL-10764.   

2. Dr. Starks’s Calculations for the Docket 326-A Funds 
 
 Dr. Starks’s calculations of damages for the 326-A Funds follow the same methodology.  

Dr. Starks began with the actual balances of the 326-A-1 Fund at its inception in 1992 and the 

326-A-3 Fund at its inception in 1995, and determined the additional investment income these 

combined Funds would have earned, had they been invested in accordance with Dr. Starks’s one-

to-ten year ladder approach from March 1992 to November 1998.  That calculation resulted in 

additional investment income of $165,782.  JX 438 (Starks Rebuttal Report Exhibit 26) at 

WSIG-TRIAL-08794.  Dr. Starks then carried forward the balance of the Funds as of December 

1998 and calculated how much additional investment income the 326-A Funds would have 

earned between December 1998 and January 2012, had Interior invested the Funds in accordance 
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with the twenty-eight year ladder portfolio Dr. Starks adopted in her analysis.  That calculation 

resulted in additional investment income of $1,010,314.  Id.  Dr. Starks then took the balance of 

the 326-A Funds at the end of January 2012, and calculated the growth of the Funds at the same 

rate the Funds actually grew from February 2012 to the September 2013 end date of Plaintiffs’ 

claims.  The final calculation of damages totaled $987,920.  Id.  The growth of the 326-A Funds 

over the damages period under Dr. Starks’s alternative investment approach is depicted in Starks 

Demonstrative 66 presented at trial. 

 
 
DX 2124 (Starks Demonstrative 66) at WSIG-TRIAL-10766.   
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II. Plaintiffs’ Damages Calculations are Implausible Because They are Inconsistent 
with the Court’s Liability Opinion, Rely Upon Hindsight, and Result from 
Investment Practices Barred by Interior Department Policy 

 
In contrast to Dr. Starks’s reasonable and realistic calculation of damages, Plaintiffs have 

presented the Court with a damages estimate that contradicts the Court’s Liability Opinion, 

ignores Interior Department policy, relies upon hindsight, and fails to acknowledge the risks 

inherent in the active trading approach that would have been required to achieve the investment 

gains Plaintiffs seek.  Plaintiffs contend that their damages model simply reflects a “measure of 

the market” during the damages period in this case.  Pls.’ Post Trial Br. at 19.  But the “market 

returns” that Plaintiffs’ index approach measures are ones that could only have been earned by 

investing in a very specific and risky way that would not have made sound financial sense ex ante 

and, more importantly, they would have violated the Interior Department’s obligation to hold 

investments to maturity.  Moreover, Plaintiffs’ ten-year weighted average maturity target for 

most of the damages period commits Interior to a long-term investment strategy inconsistent 

with the Court’s rulings concerning prudent investments, and it does not match up with the 

uncertain timeline for distribution of the 326-K Funds.   

In sum, Plaintiffs’ damages calculation is based upon a fundamentally mistaken premise:  

Plaintiffs do not present the Court with a fair or neutral “benchmark” to judge the Interior 

Department’s investment performance, and instead offer essentially the same flawed and 

hindsight-driven damages model Mr. Nunes presented at trial in 2017.  Rather, the buy-and-hold 

strategy that Interior actually employed during the 1992 to 1997 prudent period, and the five-

year investment time horizon reflected in Dr. Starks’s ladder portfolio, provide a much better and 

more realistic template for measuring damages during the breach periods. 
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A. Plaintiffs’ Bond Index Approach is not “Neutral” But Instead Reflects a Specific 
and Risky Investment Strategy 
 
Plaintiffs claim that “the evidence [in this case] does not support the use of any particular 

investment strategy to calculate damages” here.  Id. at 17.  Plaintiffs go on to argue that—

because there is no relevant precedent investment strategy—the Court should use “benchmarks” 

to provide a “neutral and objective measure of market-average returns” to calculate damages, and 

that Barclays indices are the appropriate benchmarks to use.  Id. at 18-19.  To support their 

“benchmark as an appropriate measure of damages” proposal, Plaintiffs allege that the 

Government “repeatedly used Barclays indices as benchmarks for its performance.” Id. at 42. On 

all points Plaintiffs are incorrect. 

First, Plaintiffs incorrectly employ the term “market average return” as if it can mean 

only one thing.  The “market” needs to be defined.  Although by statute Interior’s Indian trust 

fund investments are limited to Government-backed fixed income securities, this criterion alone 

does not define a “market.”  For example, the “market return” for a fixed income security 

investment approach that adheres to buy-and-hold constraints is obviously different from one 

that does not.  Similarly, the market return for Treasury bills and notes is different from the 

market return for Treasury bonds, or a market that includes callable bonds, and one that does not. 

As Dr. Starks testified, unlike the market for stocks, bond markets are characterized by 

instruments with a finite life, and which are subject to interest rate risk if not held to maturity.  

Damages Trial Tr. 350:7-351:7 (Starks).  Accordingly, stock market indices differ from bond 

market indices. Looking at the S&P 500, for example, Dr. Starks testified:  

[L]et’s just act as if the 500 stocks don’t change. You invest in the 500 
stocks. As the prices go up or down, your index naturally goes up or down, 
and you don’t have to be selling or buying new shares because you have 
your portfolio constructed of the S&P 500. So it’s -- it’s not that difficult. 
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A bond index, as I said, is much more difficult because you have bonds that 
are maturing, you have new bonds that are consistently coming in, and so 
your -- your -- and this index is market valuated. So you have to be 
reproportioning every bond in the index. … If you want to emulate [the 
Barclays] index, you would have to be buying some, selling some, and to 
make sure that you’re keeping up with the market value as new bonds are 
being issued by the Treasury.  
 

Damages Trial Tr. 326:20-327:13 (Starks).  In other words, while Plaintiffs’ damages approach 

may reflect one type of average market return, it does not reflect a “market” that is consistent 

with the Government’s statutorily-mandated policies and practices. 

Plaintiffs also assert that, by adopting the Barclays indices as a damages measure, Mr. 

Nunes “does not specify how the funds should have been invested during the period at issue” or 

“what securities should have been purchased or how long they should have been held.”  Pls.’ 

Post Trial Br. at 18-19.  This is incorrect, and misleading.  As Mr. Nunes testified, underpinning 

Plaintiffs’ whole damages analysis is a so-called “benchmark” that is “based on the rules of the 

index.”  Pls.’ Post Trial Br. at 18 (quoting Damages Trial Tr. 107:19-108:1 (Nunes)).  That is, 

the rules of the indices selected by Mr. Nunes do specify “how the funds should have been 

invested” (mandating, for example, monthly rebalancing and reinvestment), as well as “what 

securities should [be] purchased and how long they should [be] held” (mandating the sale of all 

investments before maturity).  Pls.’ Post Tr. Br. at 18-19. 

Furthermore, the bond indices that Plaintiffs’ expert Mr. Nunes adopts to calculate 

damages are not standard off-the-shelf Barclays indices but instead reflect Mr. Nunes’s own 

curated data, mixed and matched to create a “market measure” that Mr. Nunes has crafted to 

maximize Plaintiffs’ damages claims.  Thus, rather than presenting the Court with a “neutral” 

benchmark, Plaintiffs have calculated damages based on a specific investment strategy, and one 
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that is not only far less plausible than the one offered by Dr. Starks, but is also inconsistent with 

Interior’s practices and policies. 

1. To Replicate the Performance of Mr. Nunes’s Bond Indices the Interior 
Department Would Have to Buy and Sell Huge Volumes of Bonds and 
Realize Gains and Losses from Those Transactions 

 
Mr. Nunes’s decision to use the Barclays indices, as opposed to some other index or 

source of historic data, in itself reflects an important strategic choice underlying Plaintiffs’ 

damages calculations.  That is because the Barclays indices rebalance monthly to maintain their 

characteristics.  Damages Trial Tr. 233:15-18; 234:4-235:1 (Nunes); Damages Trial Tr. 303:15-

304:17; 314:7-315:8; 318:16-321:12; 342:14-19 (Starks).  For example, the Barclays U.S. 

Treasury Index, which contains bonds reflecting all outstanding Treasury bond issuances, 

rebalances each month to keep pace with changes in the overall U.S. Treasury market.  Damages 

Trial Tr. 234:4-18 (Nunes).  Mr. Nunes’s synthetic indices, which reflect combinations of 

different Barclays indices, must rebalance each month to reflect the changes in each of the 

Barclays indices it contains.  In practical terms this means that any investor trying to emulate the 

performance of the Barclays indices, or Mr. Nunes’s synthetic indices, would have to buy and 

sell bonds each month to match the index.  Damages Trial Tr. 321:7-12; 327:2-327:13 (Starks).  

As Dr. Starks pointed out, there was no way for the Interior Department to purchase shares in an 

index fund that shared the characteristics of a Barclays index.  Damages Trial Tr. 326:8-327:13 

(Starks).  Rather, Interior – or any investor trying to match the performance of Mr. Nunes’s 

index — would have to engage in a set of transactions to mimic the index, realizing gains and 

experiencing losses as the composition of the index changed during each month of the entire 

damages period.  “It would have required investing in a very large number of different bonds,” 

Damages Trial Tr. 326:10-12 (Starks), and “you would have to be buying some, selling some, 
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and to make sure that you’re keeping up with the market value as new bonds are being issued by 

the Treasury.”  Damages Trial Tr. 327:10-13 (Starks).   

As Dr. Starks testified, it would have been extremely difficult and quite risky to invest in 

this manner.  “You would have substantial interest rate risk that comes from selling bonds in 

your portfolio rather than holding them to maturity.”  Damages Trial Tr. 361:7-9 (Starks).  And, 

although hindsight shows that interest rates declined precipitously during the damages period in 

this case, that information was unknown to investors contemporaneously.  Accordingly, from an 

ex ante perspective, the frequent trading in long term bonds contemplated by Mr. Nunes’ index 

model would have presented a risky strategy that threatened losses in every month where interest 

rates rose and bond prices fell.  Damages Trial Tr. 361:3-21 (Starks).   

2. Mr. Nunes Chose Bond Indices That Were Weighted To Achieve Specific 
Results 
 

The trial record also shows that Mr. Nunes did not simply measure damages by reference 

to a specific Barclays index but instead created his own synthetic index by mixing and matching 

data from multiple Barclays bond indices.  Damages Trial Tr. 321:20-322:1 (Starks).  

Specifically, Mr. Nunes combined data from “the United States Treasury Securities Index, which 

[includes] treasuries from one year to 30 years in maturity,” “the UST long index, which has 

United States Treasury bonds that have at least ten years left to maturity,” and “the UST 1-5 

Year Index, which has Treasury bonds that have at least one year and to five years left in 

maturity.”  Id.  Mr. Nunes created his own synthetic indices by combining and weighting the 

various Barclay’s indices to achieve different average maturities over specific periods of time.  

Damages Trial Tr. 322:22-323:6 (Starks).  For example, to achieve an index that measures 

investments in securities with a weighted average maturity of ten years from August 1980 
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through November 1992, Mr. Nunes “after the fact looked back and selected a weight [for each 

index] that would have given them [that] average maturity.”  Damages Trial Tr. 323:2-6 (Starks).  

Dr. Starks illustrated this point with a demonstrative exhibit during her testimony: 

DX 2124 (Starks Demonstrative 16) at WSIG-TRIAL-10716; Damages Trial Tr. 321:13-324:19 

(Starks).   

 

Furthermore, as Dr. Starks explained at trial, in combining and weighting the various 

Barclays indices, Mr. Nunes made specific decisions that impacted not only the composition of 

his synthetic indices but the performance of those indices over time.  For example, as Dr. Starks 

explained, there are dozens of ways that Mr. Nunes could have weighted the three Barclays 

indices to achieve a synthetic index with a ten-year weighted average maturity.  But, by choosing 

a combination consisting 86.05% of the Barclays US Treasury Index, 13.95% of the UST-Long 
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Index and excluding the UST 1-5 index, Mr. Nunes selecting a weighting that results in $8 

million more in damages than other combinations of those indices would have generated.   

 

DX 2124 (Starks Demonstrative 20) at WSIG-TRIAL-10720.  The same is true of the synthetic 

index Mr. Nunes created to reflect a 7.86-year weighted average maturity.  See DX 2124 (Starks 

Demonstrative 22) at WSIG-TRIAL 10722 (showing that Mr. Nunes weighting of 97.9% for the 

Barclay’s UST Long Index and 2.1% of the UST 1-5 Index and exclusion of UST Index results 

in $8.8 million more in damages than other possible combinations of the same indices).   

In short, Mr. Nunes’ central claim — that he “simply use[s] market average returns for a 

plain vanilla, nonsubjective, nonhuman intervention index that says here’s what the market did,” 

Damages Trial Tr. 232:8-13 (Nunes); Pl’s Post Trial Br. at 19 — quite obviously overstates the 

case, and ignores the real and significant ways in which his model reflects specific choices that 
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operate to maximize Plaintiffs’ damages calculations.  As discussed further below, Mr. Nunes’s 

damages also ignores interest rate risk and fails to consider the tradeoff between risk and return.   

B. Plaintiffs’ Bond Index Approach Would Require Investment Activity That Violates 
Interior’s Policies and Practices   

 
 As discussed at length in Section I(A), Interior’s Indian trust fund management policies 

have identified interest rate risk as a key consideration and, in particular, acknowledge that 

“[g]overnment-backed securities, while basically safe, can result in losses unless held to 

maturity.”  JX 5 at WSIG-TRIAL-00102.  Interior’s trust fund managers must purchase 

investments with the “intent and ability to hold to maturity,” and must not engage in “portfolio 

restructuring” that results in a “pattern of gains being taken and losses deferred.”  JX 280 at 

WSIG-TRIAL-03030.  This policy mandate is fundamentally inconsistent with the investment 

approach required to achieve the performance of Mr. Nunes’s damages model.  In order to 

maintain a portfolio of U.S. Treasury bonds to keep pace with the evolving and monthly-

rebalancing Barclays indices, Interior would have had to trade bonds prior to maturity every 

single month.  Damages Trial Tr. 329:2-6; 342:4-19 (Starks).  Although Interior allows for 

occasional deviations from the buy-and-hold policy, JX 280 at WSIG-TRIAL-03029-30, it 

expressly forbids systematic, “patterned” trading that results in the realization of gains and 

losses.  Liability Trial Tr. 450:4-451:2; 453:8-15 (Winter).  In fact, testifying at trial in 2017 

concerning the same index-based strategy Mr. Nunes proposed at that time, Mr. Winter 

explained that any investment manager who attempted to execute the kinds of patterned trading 

required to mimic a U.S. Bond Index “would be ordered immediately to stop.”  Liability Trial Tr. 

454:2-16 (Winter).  
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The Barclays indices Mr. Nunes relies upon reported outsized gains during the period in 

question because, while interest rates recorded the largest and most sustained drop in the history 

of investing, the indices’ holdings are marked to market.  Doing so produces reported gains that a 

buy-and-hold strategy cannot realize.  Damages Trial Tr. 255:21-257:2 (Nunes). As Mr. McLean 

showed at the liability trial, the vast majority of the profit the Nunes model produces ($210 of 

$216 million, at that time) is capital gains.  Liability Trial Tr. 862:20-863:12 (McLean); McLean 

Demonstrative 20.  And as Dr. Starks explained, the only way those capital gains can be 

generated is by active trading.  Liability Trial Tr. 697:17-698:3 (Starks); see also Liability Trial 

Tr. 1210:18-1211:8 (McLean).  Because Plaintiffs did not modify their approach for the damages 

phase of the case, the problem is no less acute now. See JX 438 (Starks Rebuttal Report) at 

WSIG-TRIAL-08457 (“RHA’s proposed index approach applies rates of return that are 

calculated assuming securities are sold (and related gains and losses are capitalized), not just 

occasionally, but, rather, systematically over the investment period”) (footnote omitted). Mr. 

Nunes acknowledged the same. Damages Trial Tr. 235:2-237:5 (Nunes). 

 Furthermore, it is important to note that Mr. Nunes’s model requires both frequent trading, 

and frequent transactions involving long-term bonds.  Specifically, Mr. Nunes’s models target, 

alternatively, a weighted average maturity of ten years and a weighted average maturity of 7.86 

years.  JX-434 (Expert Report of Rocky Hill Advisors, Inc., dated November 15, 2019) (“Nunes 

Report”) at WSIG-TRIAL-07588-89.  To achieve a portfolio that emulates Mr. Nunes’s index, 

Interior would have had to purchase, hold, and sell bonds with remaining maturities of ten years 

and more on a regular basis.   
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DX 2124 (Starks Demonstrative 28) at WSIG-TRIAL-10728.  Such a practice would expose the 

326-K Fund to even greater interest rate risk, and also runs contrary to Interior’s policy directives 

that discourage the purchase of long term bonds.  A written policy issued by the Office of Trust 

Fund Management in 1997 placed strict limits on purchasing securities with maturities longer 

than ten years, JX 280 at WSIG-TRIAL-03027, and though that restriction was later amended to 

apply to securities with maturities longer than fifteen years, JX 337 at WSIG-TRIAL-03739, Mr. 

Winter testified that the OTFM managers generally disapproved of holding large volumes of 

long term bonds absent clear assurances that the invested funds would not need to be distributed 

in the short or intermediate term.  Liability Trial Tr. 457:9-10 (“We’d have to have some sort of 

assurance that a payout is not going to occur”) (Winter).  Combined with Interior’s prohibition 

against frequent trading, Mr. Nunes’s proposed investment strategy of buying and selling long 
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term bonds on a monthly basis is completely inconsistent with the agency’s core policy and 

practices.   

C. Plaintiffs’ 7.86 Year and Ten-Year Weighted Average Maturity Targets Do Not 
Accurately Reflect the Investment Record During the December 1992 to March 
1997 Prudent Period 

 
 Beyond the unworkable and risky mechanics of Plaintiffs’ index-based investment 

strategy, Plaintiffs’ damages model adopts investment time horizons that are implausible and 

inconsistent with the facts of the case.  Like Dr. Starks, Plaintiffs’ expert Mr. Nunes looks to the 

December 1992 to March 1997 non-breach period to determine a prudent investment time 

horizon for the Funds during the uncertain years leading up to passage of the 2004 Distribution 

Act.  But Plaintiffs’ adoption of a ten-year investment time horizon (or alternatively, a 7.86-year 

time horizon) is inconsistent with the actual investment record during the 1992 to 1997 prudent 

period.   

1. Plaintiffs’ Ten-Year Weighted Average Maturity Model is Implausible 
 

Plaintiffs argue that “the evidence does not demonstrate that any particular maturity 

structure between 5-10 years is a more plausible choice than others if the Government had 

invested the Fund prudently during the 1980-1992 period”  Pls.’ Post Trial Br. at 11.  That is not 

correct.  Rather, the trial record shows, and this Court’s Liability Opinion establishes, that during 

the 1990s, the investment time horizon for the Funds was fundamentally uncertain.  See Liability 

Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. at 640 (“[t]he record does not indicate that getting distribution legislation 

for the 326-K Fund passed through Congress or that getting the money distributed to plaintiffs 

would necessarily take longer than five to ten years, despite plaintiffs’ argument to the 

contrary.”).  The Court ruled that the “intermediate term” portfolio that Interior held during this 

period was prudent and consistent with Interior’s contemporaneous guidance to seek investments 
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in the 3-7 year range.  Id.  Moreover, as Dr. Starks established at trial, Interior’s record of 

investment during this period was weighted heavily towards investments with weighted average 

maturities of less than 7.5 years.  See DX 2124 (Starks Demonstrative 30) at WSIG-TRIAL 

10730; Damages Trial Tr. 365:6-15 (Starks).  Specifically, half of the time during this prudent 

period, the 326-K portfolio reflected a weighted average maturity of less than 6 years and, and 

80% of time reflected a weighted average maturity of less than 7.5 years.  Id. 

Based on this record of investment, given Interior’s policy guidance, and considering the 

fundamental uncertainty associated with the investment time horizon for the 326-K and 326-A 

Funds, Plaintiffs’ selection of a ten-year weighted average maturity for its model is not 

representative of the 1992 to 1997 prudent period, and is not an appropriate investment time 

horizon for calculating damages.  For this reason and others discussed below, Plaintiffs are 

wrong to argue that their ten-year investment time horizon is supported by the record or that it is 

“equally plausible” to the five-year weighted average maturity structure that Dr. Starks adopts in 

her calculations.  Pls.’ Post-trial Br. at 11.   

Relatedly, Plaintiffs are wrong to contend that a so-called “Warm Springs presumption” 

applies in the case or otherwise requires the Court to adopt Plaintiffs’ ten-year investment time 

horizon.  See Pls.’ Post Trial Br. at 5, 12, 14 (citing Warm Springs, 248 F.3d at 1371).  Plaintiffs 

contend that Warm Springs requires the Court to resolve any ambiguities regarding damages 

calculations in favor of the Plaintiffs.  Id.  But that overstates the holding in Warm Springs which 

involved a factual scenario not present here.  In Warm Springs, the Federal Circuit reversed the 

decision by the trial court to award no damages to the tribal plaintiffs in circumstances where it 

was difficult for the trial court to “speculate on what prices in the export market” might have 

been available had Interior properly managed the tribe’s timber resources.  Warm Springs, 248 
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F.3d at 1371.  The Federal Circuit ordered a remand for determination of factual questions 

concerning the possible export sale of the timber and held that the United States could not escape 

all liability simply because damages calculations involved some degree of uncertainty.  Id. at 

1372-73.  The Federal Circuit did not hold that the trial court was required to construe ambiguity 

against the United States and accept Plaintiffs’ damages calculations however implausible.  

Rather, the Federal Circuit cited a Second Circuit case, Donavan v. Bierwirth, for the proposition 

that, “where several alternative investment strategies would have been equally plausible,” the 

court should presume that the funds would have been used in “the most profitable of these.”  See 

Warm Springs, 248 F.3d at 1371 (citing Donovan v. Bierwirth, 754 F.2d 1049, 1056 (2nd Cir. 

1985).  Here Plaintiffs have not presented an overall investment strategy “equally plausible” to 

the one the United States has presented, and that is because Plaintiffs’ reliance on a ten-year 

investment time horizon to calculate damages is implausible.   

2. Plaintiffs’ 7.86-Year Weighted Average Maturity Model is Implausible 
 
 Plaintiffs’ alternative 7.86-year weighted average maturity time horizon also lacks support 

in the record.  This time horizon represents the average weighted average years to maturity of the 

326-K portfolio during the 1992 to 1997 prudent period, see Pls.’ Post Trial Br. at 12, but it 

ignores the weighted average years to call measure the Court deemed to be superior.  Liability 

Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. at 569.  It is undisputed that 80% of the time during the 1992 to 1997 

prudent period, the 326-K Fund was invested in a portfolio with a weighted average years to call 

of 7.5 years or less, and about 50% of the time was invested in a portfolio with a weighted 

average years to call under six years.  See DX 2124 (Starks Demonstrative 30) at WSIG-TRIAL-

10730; Damages Trial Tr. 365:6-15 (Starks).   
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 Furthermore, as the Court held in its Liability Opinion, because so many of the securities 

in the 326-K portfolio were callable or otherwise subject to retirement earlier than their stated 

maturity dates, weighted average years to call “more accurately depicts the maturity structure of 

the 326-K Fund than the average weighted maturity based on the stated years of maturity.”  

Liability Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. at 569.  The Court explained that “[w]hen analyzing the average 

weighted maturity of the 326-K Fund, the court will rely on the average weighted maturity based 

on the years to call.”  Id.  But in selecting their 7.86-year investment time horizon, Plaintiffs 

have ignored the Court’s ruling and used the data from 1992 to 1997 that reflects the 326-K 

portfolio’s “weighted average maturity” rather than its “weighted average years to call.”  The 

average weighted average years to call of the 326-K portfolio from December 1992 to March of 

1997 is actually 6.43 years.  As discussed further below, this element of Plaintiffs’ damages 

model — using 7.86 years instead of 6.43 years — overstates Plaintiffs’ damages calculation by 

more than $15 million.  See DX 2124 (Starks Demonstrative 46) at WSIG-TRIAL-10746; 

Damages Trial Tr. 384:24-385:20 (Starks).  For these reasons, Plaintiffs’ use of a 7.86-year 

investment time horizon is not plausible.   

D. Plaintiffs’ Model “Reaches for Yield” and Ignores the Risk Return Trade Off 
 

 Plaintiffs’ index-based model is implausible for other reasons.  As the United States’ 

expert Dr. Longstaff testified, Plaintiffs’ damages model follows a “reaching for yield” fallacy 

that fails to take into account risk and the tradeoff between risk and return.  Damages Trial Tr. 

596:6-14 (Longstaff).  As Dr. Longstaff explained, this type of strategy “assumes that you will 

always go for the longest maturity that is available.”  Id.  But “because longer term bonds will 

have . . . substantially higher risk,” an investor has to take that into account.  Damages Trial Tr. 

607:13-19 (Longstaff).  Here, Plaintiffs have embraced an index-based model that targets a ten-
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year weighted average maturity — the longest average maturity in the range that the Court 

deemed prudent for the 326-K Fund between 1992 and 1997.  Plaintiffs freely acknowledge that 

they have done so because they believe that it is “the most profitable maturity structure” 

available.  Pls.’ Post Trial Br. at 11 (citing JX 434, WSIG-TRIAL-07589).  And although that 

may be true in hindsight, there would have been no way of knowing, ex ante, what maturity 

structure for the 326-K Funds would be the most profitable—as Plaintiffs’ expert admitted. 

Damages Trial Tr. 147:1-6 (Nunes) (Q: “[W]hat’s going to be the most profitable can’t be known 

ahead of time; that can only be known after the fact, right? A. With absolute certainty, correct.”) 

Accordingly, as Dr. Longstaff explained, fixed income investors typically analyze the risk and 

return tradeoffs associated with various investment strategies — recognizing that longer bonds 

with higher yields may not offer the best risk-adjusted returns.  Damages Trial Tr. 608:14-609:6 

(Longstaff) (reaching for yield strategies “have been pretty much discredited”).  In order to 

demonstrate the fallacy of “reaching for yield” and to show the Court how an investor might 

have better calibrated Plaintiffs’ investment model to account for risk and return, Dr. Longstaff 

conducted two exercises:  a simulation demonstrating the “reaching for yield fallacy” and a 

sensitivity analysis adjusting Plaintiffs’ index-based damages model to account for risk and 

return. 

1. Dr. Longstaff’s Simulation Demonstrates the “Reaching for Yield” Fallacy 
 
 The first exercise, discussed above in connection with Dr. Starks’s calculations, was a 

Monte Carlo simulation of 1,000,000 different interest rate paths over a ten year period starting 

on August 1980.  Damages Trial Tr. 612:15-613:5 (Longstaff).  Dr. Longstaff demonstrated 

across these million simulations that strategies that focused on capturing the higher yields 

typically associated with long term bonds were both riskier and often lower performing than a 
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strategy focused on investments in shorter term bonds.  See supra Section I(C).  Specifically, Dr. 

Longstaff’s Strategy # 3, which mimicked Plaintiffs’ strategy here, targeted a ten-year average 

maturity through a continuous series of market transactions in which the investor sold a ten-year 

bond each year prior to maturity and replaced it with a new ten year bond.  Damages Trial Tr. 

610:10-23; 619:12-20 (Longstaff); DX 2125 (Longstaff Demonstrative Exhibit 9) WSIG-TRIAL 

10780.  Dr. Longstaff concluded that this strategy carried significant risk of loss — a 16.6% 

probability of loss after 5 years and a 3.2% probability of loss after 10 years.  See DX 2125 at 

WSIG-TRIAL 10780 (Longstaff Demonstrative Ex. 9).  The same was true of Strategy 2, which 

involved purchasing and holding a ten year bond to maturity.  Damages Trial Tr. 619:3-11 

(Longstaff); DX 2125 (Longstaff Demonstrative Exhibit 10) at WSIG-TRIAL-10781.  That 

investment strategy, which also “reaches for yield,” carries a positive probability of loss over the 

first seven years.  Id.  By contrast, Strategy 1, which simply rolled over a bond with one year left 

to maturity each year for ten years carried no risk of loss and also often produced higher returns 

than the “reaching for yield” strategies.  See Damages Trial Tr. 614:1-615:8 (Longstaff); DX 

2125 (Longstaff Demonstrative 7) at WSIG-TRIAL-10778; JX 436, Ex. 4D at WSIG-TRIAL-

08380.   

 The takeaway from this exercise, as Dr. Longstaff explained, is “that the assumption that 

you necessarily or predictably will do better by investing in a long-term bond vis a vis a short-

term bond just isn’t correct.”  Damages Trial Tr. 621:19-622:4 (Longstaff).  Moreover, “there’s 

substantial additional risk for going with longer term bonds,” and because different strategies 

carry different risk-expected return tradeoffs, those strategies cannot be considered equally 

plausible.  Id.  In the context of Plaintiffs’ damages model, Interior could not have known, ex 

ante, how interest rates would behave.  But what Interior did know was that longer-term 
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investment strategies — particularly ones that require constant trading (like Dr. Longstaff’s 

Strategy # 3 and Mr. Nunes’s synthetic index strategy) would be much riskier, and could 

generate significant losses.   

2. Dr. Longstaff’s Sensitivity Analysis Accounts for the Tradeoff between Risk 
and Expected Return 

 
 In Dr. Longstaff’s second exercise — a sensitivity analysis of Plaintiffs’ damages model 

— he demonstrated how an investor standing in the Interior Department’s shoes in 1980 and 

attempting to invest in accordance with the characteristics of a monthly rebalancing bond index 

might do so while properly taking account of the tradeoff between risk and expected return.  

Damages Trial Tr. 628:19-629:7 (Longstaff).  He tested Plaintiffs’ modeling approach by 

removing Mr. Nunes’ two fallacious assumptions:  that every investment in the five-to-ten year 

range was “equally plausible” and that one could achieve reliably better results by always 

picking the longest maturity in the available range.  Id.  Instead, Dr. Longstaff evaluated for each 

month in each of the breach periods in this case whether it would be more advantageous, from a 

risk- expected return perspective, to invest in a five-year, seven-year or ten-year bond.  Damages 

Trial Tr. 631:15-22 (Longstaff).  Dr. Longstaff performed a risk-expected return analysis using 

Sharpe Ratios, which are a well-recognized analytical tool for evaluating the tradeoff between 

risk and expected return:  “the idea here is we’re just going to take a look at the expected return, 

excess return on an investment, and divide it by its standard deviation, its measure of risk.”  “It’s 

just literally the expected return divided by risk, and it’s just a very widely used measure that 

everybody uses.”  Damages Trial Tr. 634:5-17 (Longstaff).  As Dr. Longstaff explained, for each 

month of each breach period, he selected the investment that had the highest Sharpe ratio — i.e., 
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the best expected return relative to risk.  Dr. Longstaff’s Demonstrative 17 showed this analysis 

for one of the months in the damages period, March 1983: 

 

Using data that's available at the end of February 1983, we take a 
look at the Sharpe ratios for these three different indexes, the five, 
the seven, and the ten, and you can see here, when we just calculate 
that Sharpe ratio, the five-year -- the five-year index has a Sharpe 
ratio of -- estimated at 0.47; the seven-year is 0.39; and the ten-year 
is 0.28.  So we would simply look at that and say, okay, the call here 
is it looks like the five-year index has the best, you know, ratio of 
expected return to the risk that you're taking with that, and what we 
would do then for the month of March is just assume that the return 
on the but-for portfolio would be that on this five-year Treasury 
index. And then we would revisit it a month later and just continue 
the analysis that way. 
 

Damages Trial Tr. 635:9-24 (Longstaff); DX 2125 (Longstaff Demonstrative 17) at WSIG-

TRIAL-10788.   

  Following this approach each month through each breach period, Dr. Longstaff 

determined that, although ten-year bonds were sometimes the most advantageous investments 

from a risk-expected return perspective, seven- or five-year bonds were often the more optimal 

investments to make based on information available contemporaneously.  Damages Trial Tr. 
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639:2-10 (Longstaff).  Dr. Longstaff’s data-driven approach ultimately resulted in a portfolio 

with a weighted average maturity of 5.7 years during the August 1980 to November 1992 and 

April 1997 to June 2004 breach periods.  Comparing that portfolio to the actual performance of 

the 326-K Fund over the entire damages period, Dr. Longstaff’s approach results in damages of 

$53.2 million.  Damages Trial Tr. 641:1-8; DX 2125 (Longstaff Demonstrative 20) at WSIG-

TRIAL-10791.   

 Dr. Longstaff performed the same exercise for the 326-A Funds, examining which 

investments would be optimal from a risk-expected return perspective, using Sharpe Ratios.  

Damages Trial Tr. 642:5-12.  That exercise resulted in a portfolio with a weighted average 

maturity of six years for the 1992-1998 breach period and a weighted average maturity of 19.5 

years for the 1998-2012 breach period.  DX 2125 (Longstaff Demonstrative 21) at WSIG-

TRIAL-10792.  Comparing that portfolio to the actual performance of the 326-A Fund over the 

entire damages period, Dr. Longstaff’s approach results in damages of $1.5 million.  Id.   

3. Mr. Nunes’s Contention That His Model Mitigates Risk Through 
“Seasoning” Has No Merit 
 

 In response to criticisms that Mr. Nunes’s model does not appropriately account for risk, 

Plaintiffs have argued that the constant rebalancing of the Barclays indices actually mitigates 

interest rate risk through what Plaintiffs call “seasoning”: “[A]s a result of ‘seasoning’ over time, 

the portfolio would have included bonds with similar maturities but different interest rates.  This 

increases the likelihood that, if securities had to be sold prior to maturity, losses on some of them 

would be counterbalanced by gains on others.”  Pls.’ Post Trial Br. at 12-13 (citing JX 434 at 
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WSIG-TRIAL-07591; Damages Trial Tr.  94:20-95:6 (Nunes).  This argument is fundamentally 

incorrect.   

As Dr. Longstaff testified at trial, Plaintiff’s seasoning argument “just doesn’t make any 

sense,” Damages Trial Tr. 604:1 (Longstaff) because all securities face interest rate risk: 

That’s not at all consistent with all of the analysis we’ve seen in the real 
world. It doesn’t matter if you bought the bond a year ago or if you buy 
it yesterday, if rates are going up tomorrow, you are going to lose 
money. There is nothing about having it sitting in your [portfolio] and 
being seasoned in your portfolio that changes the risk. All of these bonds 
are subject to interest rate risk…. 

Damages Trial Tr. 604:4-11 (Longstaff).  Accordingly, Plaintiffs are simply wrong to argue that 

“if securities had to be sold prior to maturity, losses on some of them would be counterbalanced 

by gains on others [due to seasoning].”  Pls.’ Post Trial Br. at 12-13.  Because all bond prices 

will move in the same direction when interest rates change, there can be no “counterbalancing” 

or offsetting effects that are derived from “seasoning.”   

E. Interior Never Measured Itself by the Returns Suggested by Mr. Nunes’ Index 
 
Plaintiffs assert that the Government “repeatedly used Barclays indices as benchmarks 

for [the Government’s] performance in investing tribal funds.” Pls.’ Post Trial Br. at 42. This 

statement mischaracterizes the cited evidence; indeed, the documents cited by Plaintiffs actually 

support the use of a laddered buy-and-hold approach proffered by Dr. Starks.5 

                                                           
5 Plaintiffs purport to cite eight separate source documents in support of their allegation that the 
Government used the Barclays indices as relevant benchmarks. Pls.’ Post Trial Br. at 42. 
However, these eight sources represent only four unique documents. Plaintiffs cite to PX-1002, 
WSIG-TRIAL-10824, JX 375 (which encompasses their citations to WSIG-TRIAL-05115, ¶12 
and WSIG-TRIAL-05120, ¶20); and JX 412 (which encompasses their cites to WSIG-TRIAL-
05951 and WSIG-TRIAL-05955). Interestingly, Plaintiffs also cite WSIG-TRIAL-10824, which 
is the electronic exhibits and source backup associated with Dr. Starks’s Surrebuttal report. It is 
unclear why Plaintiffs would cite to Dr. Starks’s work as support for their assertions here. 
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The documents cited by Plaintiffs suggest that the Government considered these 

benchmarks for limited purposes, namely, to evaluate their average coupon yield or to evaluate 

their average maturity. See JX 412, at WSIG-TRIAL-05955 (comparing the “weighted coupon” 

and “weighted average maturity” of 3-month Treasuries with those of four indices – an agency 

issue index, a government 1-5 year index, an all-government issue index, and a Treasury index). 

It is noteworthy that this yield-based view of returns implicitly assumes a buy-and-hold 

investment approach:  one earns a specified yield by holding the investment to maturity.  Indeed, 

the documents cited by Plaintiffs on this point reiterate the importance of a buy-and-hold 

strategy. JX 375, for example (OST Investment Policy, updated March 4, 2002, in effect 

September 2004 (cited by Plaintiffs at 42)) specifically contrasts the agency’s “active portfolio 

strategy” for the Individual Indian Money accounts pool with its “buy and hold strategy” for 

“Tribal Trust Funds.” JX 375 at WSIG-TRIAL-05054.  

 None of the documents cited by Plaintiffs for the notion that BIA used Barclays indices as 

benchmarks are dated prior to 2004.  In other words, none of the documents Plaintiffs cite date 

from the August 1980 to September 1992 liability period, or from the first portion of the April 

1997 to September 2006 liability period.  Thus, they shed little light on the validity of the Barclays 

Index as a reasonable benchmark preceding 2004, when the Distribution Act was passed.  

Furthermore, contemporaneous documents reveal that the Government did not consider longer-

term investments to be of significant relevance at the time.  The most commonly considered 

benchmarks were either short-term in nature (3-month Treasury bills), or intermediate-term (3-7 
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years).6  The documents cited by Plaintiffs thus tend to validate Dr. Starks’s choice of investment 

horizon over that selected by Plaintiffs’ expert. 

F. The Government’s Investment Approach During the Non-Breach Periods Provides 
the Appropriate Template for Measuring Damages 
 

Plaintiffs’ assertion that “the Government’s actual investment practices [in this case] do not 

provide a template for measuring damages [so] it is necessary to turn elsewhere” (Pls.’ Post Trial 

Br. at 18) is simply wrong.  The Court found that the Government prudently managed the WSIG 

Funds at various times during the period at issue.  Hence, these prudently managed sub-periods 

provide the type of “template” for measuring damages that Plaintiffs seek.  In other words, one 

can look to the investment actions of the Government during these prudently managed sub-periods 

to inform oneself of what the Government’s “but-for” investment actions may have looked like in 

the imprudently managed sub-periods.  The existence of this real-world template distinguishes this 

case from Jicarilla Apache Nation v. United States, 112 Fed. Cl. 274, 289 (2013), in which the 

Court did not have actual non-breach investment periods to work with in ascertaining damages.  

Furthermore, as discussed above, the record of investment during the prudently managed sub-

periods demonstrates that the Government was engaged predominantly in a buy-and-hold 

investment strategy with the WSIG Funds.   

Relevant legal authorities confirm that it is appropriate to consider the prudently managed 

sub-periods at issue here when developing a plausible “but-for” investment strategy for the 

imprudently managed sub-periods.  For example, courts have established that damages in breach 

                                                           
6 PX 1002 at WSIG-TRIAL-10702; JX 375 at WSIG-TRIAL-05120; JX 412 at WSIG-TRIAL-
05955. The Government considered intermediate-term securities to be those with a maturity of 
“3-7 years.”  JX 375 at WSIG-TRIAL-05068. 
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of trust cases should be measured with respect to returns that could have been earned in the real 

world by way of plausible “alternative investment strategies.”  In particular, the Second Circuit 

has observed: 

In determining what the Plan would have earned had the funds been 
available for other Plan purposes, the district court should presume that the 
funds would have been treated like other funds being invested during the 
same period in proper transactions. Where several alternative investment 
strategies were equally plausible, the court should presume that the funds 
would have been used in the most profitable of these. 
 

Donovan v. Bierwirth, 754 F.2d 1049, 1056 (2d Cir. 1985) (emphasis added).  In Warm Springs, 

which Plaintiffs cite repeatedly, the court relied on Bierwirth for the notion that damages should 

be measured by plausible “alternative investment strategies.”  Confederated Tribes of Warm 

Springs Reservation of Oregon v. United States, 248 F.3d 1365, 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2001); see also 

Jicarilla, 112 Fed. Cl. at 304 (quoting the same language from Bierwirth and Warm Springs). 

This same principle – that “the district court should presume that the funds would have been 

treated like other funds being invested . . . in proper transactions” – retains its vitality.  See 

Trustees of Upstate New York Engineers Pension Fund v. Ivy Asset Mgmt., 843 F.3d 561, 567 

(2d Cir. 2016) (“Losses are measured by the difference between the plan’s actual performance 

and how the plan would have performed if the funds had been invested ‘like other funds being 

invested during the same period in proper transactions’”) (quoting Bierwirth, 754 F.2d at 1056); 

Moreno v. Deutsche Bank Americas Holding Corp., No. 15 CIV. 9936 (LGS), 2018 WL 

2727880, at *3 (S.D.N.Y. June 6, 2018) (same). 

The Restatement of Trust language cited by Plaintiffs (Pls.’ Post Trial Br. at 16) (and by 

the court in Jicarilla -- see 112 Fed. Cl. at 307 n. 52) also supports using the prudently managed 

sub-periods at issue as guidance for plausible but-for investments in the imprudently managed 
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sub-periods.  For example, the Restatement of Trusts notes, in part, that “the projected returns on 

indefinite hypothetical investments during the surcharge period may appropriately be based, inter 

alia, on: the return experience (positive or negative) for other investments, or suitable portions of 

other investments, of the trust in question . . . .”  Restatement (Third) of Trusts § 100 cmt. b(1) 

(2012).  The non-breach periods here provide the “suitable portions . . . of the trust in question.” 

Plaintiffs’ arguments to the contrary rely upon legal rulings that are unhelpful or 

inapplicable here. In addition to Jicarilla, Plaintiffs cite the three cases relied upon by Judge 

Allegra in Jicarilla (Jicarilla, 112 Fed. Cl. at 307 n. 52 (citing Maiz v. Virani, 253 F.3d 641, 

664–65 (11th Cir.2001); Alco Indus., Inc. v. Wachovia Corp., 527 F.Supp.2d 399, 410 

(E.D.Pa.2007); Williams v. Sec. Nat'l Bank, 358 F.Supp.2d 782, 804 (N.D. Iowa 2005))). Pls. 

Post Trial Br. at 7-8.  None of these cases supports Plaintiffs’ position. 

The decision in Jicarilla itself is unhelpful because in that case there was no alternative 

to the index-based benchmark proffered by the plaintiff.  There was no period during which 

BIA’s investment approach fully complied with trust responsibilities: instead “[f]or most of the 

period in question, BIA’s investment practice was to invest virtually all of Jicarilla’s tribal trust 

funds in securities with maturities of one year or less—the weighted average days to maturity of 

these investments typically ranged from approximately 30 to 180 days.” Jicarilla, 112 Fed. Cl. at 

289.  Thus the court was given no alternative to an index benchmark. See id. at 293 (“defendant 

steadfastly maintains that the BIA’s short-term investment strategy was mandated . . . .”) 

 Plaintiffs’ remaining citations present fact patterns similar to the one in Jicarilla — cases 

in which there was no trial evidence regarding how a trustee or fiduciary could have invested 

prudently or appropriately.  Maiz was a RICO case in which it was proven that, had defendants 

not stolen the plaintiffs’ funds, they would have been invested in real estate.  253 F.3d at 664-65.  
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In the absence of record evidence concerning how plaintiffs would have made specific real estate 

investments, the court approved plaintiffs’ use of a REIT (real estate investment trust) index to 

measure but-for earnings.  But real estate investing could hardly be more unlike investing in 

guaranteed United States obligations, and the record here reflects a ready template of buy-and-

hold bond investments the Court has deemed prudent. Similarly, Alco, an ERISA case, involved 

the investment in equities, not bonds, and the court’s decision was limited: although it regarded 

defendant’s argument that the index “benchmark[s]” were “unreliable” was “weight[y]”, the 

court denied a motion in limine to exclude the damage expert’s testimony altogether. 527 F. 

Supp. 2d at 408. Williams is the same: the case involved stocks, not bonds, and the court held 

only that evidence as to the performance of the S&P 500 index was admissible. 358 F.Supp.2d at 

804. 

 In short, even if Mr. Nunes’s index-based approach fairly approximated a plausible set of 

alternative prudent investments — which it does not — the law does not support resorting to an 

outside benchmark where Interior’s own record of prudent investment during non-breach periods 

can guide the Court in calculating damages here.   

III. Mr. Nunes’ Model Lacks Credibility Because it Was Designed to Inflate Damages 
 
 In addition to the flaws in Plaintiffs’ damages methodology, several discrete features of 

Mr. Nunes’s damages model conflict with the Court’s Liability Opinion and appear to have been 

adopted for the purposes of inflating damages.  As discussed below, Mr. Nunes now admits that 

he adopted an approach to calculating damages for the 326-K portfolio during the non-breach 

periods that is inaccurate and overstated damages by $50 million.  And despite presenting his 

model as a neutral benchmark free of human intervention, he deviated from his own index to 

shorten maturities in the 326-K portfolio during periods of interest rate spikes — using hindsight 
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knowledge of market movements to shield the portfolio from losses that would have occurred 

had Interior invested the 326-K Fund in longer term bonds as the Court’s Liability Opinion 

directs.  Mr. Nunes also adopts an investment time horizon for his 326-K model based on the 

“weighted average years to maturity” of the 326-K portfolio during the 1992-1997 period — 

distorting the record of prudent investment during that time period and ignoring this Court’s 

ruling that “weighted average years to call” provides a more accurate measure of the 326-K 

portfolio at that time.  These assumptions and errors have a substantial impact on Mr. Nunes’s 

damages calculations and, when corrected, reduce Plaintiffs’ damages estimates by tens of 

millions of dollars.   

A. Mr. Nunes’ Admitted an Error that Inflated Plaintiffs’ Claimed Damages by $50 
Million.  

 
 In her Rebuttal Report, Dr. Starks pointed out that Plaintiffs’ damages calculations 

included a significant error. 

The RHA Damages Report purports to “utilize the returns of the 326-K 
Fund portfolio as it was constructed by the Government in calculating how 
the Fund should have grown” during the period from the start of December 
1992 through the end of March 1997, when the Court found the Government 
was not in breach of its trust responsibilities. This should be a 
straightforward exercise: all one needs to do is divide the March 1997 
amount by the December 1992 amount. But RHA does this incorrectly. 

 
JX 438 at WSIG-TRIAL-08447 (footnotes and emphasis omitted). Correcting this error 

“ultimately reduces RHA’s damages for the 326-K Fund by $47.7 million for RHA’s ten-year 

model, which is 26.8 percent of the total estimated damages, and by $45.0 million for RHA’s 

7.86-year model, which is 28.8 percent of the total estimated damages using that model.” JX 438 

at WSIG-TRIAL-08448 (footnotes omitted). 
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 This miscalculation was so obvious that even Mr. Nunes had to concede it, although he 

only did so “begrudgingly.” 

Q. Just a few minutes ago, you said that – you acknowledged that Dr. Starks was 
right, and that was begrudgingly, and in the deposition you said you accepted the 
truth of what she said reluctantly. Why were you reluctant or begrudging in 
accepting that she had it right?  
 
A. Because I hate giving up possible money, but, you know, you do what you 
have to do when it’s right. 
 
Q. What you had done in your original report was you had inadvertently imposed 
damages for a period in which the Court found the Government was not in breach. 
 
A. By applying the manner in which returns of a portfolio are typically calculated 
in the investment world, yes. That did end up resulting in a larger growth rate in 
the non-breach period than was realized by the Government. 
 
Q. And the net result of that mistake was to increase your damage calculation 
between 45 and 50 million dollars in both Scenario A and Scenario B. 
 
A. That’s correct, yes, in round numbers. 
 

Damages Trial Tr. 151:17-152:11 (Nunes). It is extraordinary that Mr. Nunes actually tried to 

impose an extra $50 million in damages “for a period in which the Court found the Government 

was not in breach,” id., particularly when, in order to do the correct calculation, “the 

mathematics is pretty simple. You just divide the end balance over the beginning balance and 

subtract, right? A. Yes.”  Damages Trial Tr. 150:6-11 (Nunes). 

 In a sense, it is Mr. Nunes’s candor that stands out. Apart from admitting that he was 

“reluctant” to admit the gross over-calculation because he “hate[s] giving up possible money,” 

Mr. Nunes admitted at trial that — when confronted with a choice to overstate or understate 

damages — he chose the former, claiming (incorrectly) that Warm Springs somehow validates 

the bias. 
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Q. Now, you said -- and so I understand it, you said that under Warm Springs, if 
there’s a choice between underestimating and overestimating damages, you need 
to opt for the latter. Did I understand you correctly? 
 
A. Right. 
 

Damages Trial Tr. 161:5-9 (Nunes). In a nutshell, Mr. Nunes would “love to be able to get 

away” with double-counting (i.e., inflating) damages if he could.  Damages Trial Tr. 195:3-5 

(Nunes). 

B. Mr. Nunes Uses Transition Periods That Are Driven By Hindsight and Inconsistent 
with Court’s Liability Opinion 
 

 As Dr. Starks explained, Mr. Nunes somewhat arbitrarily imposed three “transition 

periods” in his modeling on his but-for portfolio. 

The first transition period in RHA’s models for the 326-K Fund begins at 
the start of the investment period in August 1980 and occurs over twelve 
months, with 8.33 percent of value of the total 326-K portfolio transitioning 
every month from the assets actually held at that time to RHA’s synthetic 
index. The second transition in RHA’s models for the 326-K Fund begins 
in July 2004 and occurs over six months (not 12 months, as RHA assumed 
for the first transition period), with 16.67 percent of the value of the total 
326-K portfolio transitioning every month to a maturity structure of 2.97 
years. RHA also includes a transition period in its analysis of the 326-A-
1/A-3 Funds; in that case it is assumed that the new investment strategy 
would take six months to implement.  

 
JX 438 (Starks Rebuttal Report) at WSIG-Trial-8453 (citing Nunes Report (JX 434) at WSIG-

Trial 7589, 7592-93, 7595).  These transitions, Dr. Starks calculated, increased Plaintiffs’ two 

damage estimates for the 326-K funds by $36.7 million and $ 30.3 million respectively.  JX 438, 

Exhibit 1 at WSIG-Trial-8472:7  

                                                           
7 Mr. Nunes expressed no criticism of Dr. Starks’ quantification of the impact of his transition 
periods on his damages calculations, testifying that “we can rely on the quality of the underlying 
work” reflected in Dr. Starks’s analysis.  Damages Trial Tr. 188:3-5 (Nunes). 
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 Because the first of the transition periods has the largest impact on Mr. Nunes’s 

calculations, trial focused on it.  The first transition period ran from August 1980 through 

September 1981, a period during which prevailing interest rates steadily rose.  Damages Trial Tr. 

178:18-179:6 (Nunes).  The first year of the investment period in fact featured a historically 

unprecedented interest rate inversion – an inversion that Mr. Nunes himself characterized as 

“massive.” JX 420 at WSIG-TRIAL 6033.  As a result of the transition period, Plaintiffs’ model 

keeps the 326-K fund invested short term and does not follow Mr. Nunes’s ten-year or 7.86-year 

bond indices until September 1981, at the precise moment when the Bond market had the 

“highest… Interest rate market in all of Bond history.”  Damages Trial Tr. 178:24-179:6 

(Nunes). 

 Because interest rates were rising during this time period, deploying the entire 326-K 

Funds at the beginning of the period in accordance with Mr. Nunes’s synthetic benchmark 

indices would have resulted in substantial losses – a fact of which Mr. Nunes was fully aware at 

the time he decided to implement the transition period, which he conceded only with reluctance.  
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Damages Trial Tr. 180:6-181:2 (Nunes).  As shown by the United States’ experts, Dr. Gordon 

Alexander and Justin McLean, during the liability phase of the case, this one-year transition 

period swelled Mr. Nunes’s damage estimate at that time by $70 million. Liability Trial Tr. 

855:3-856:6 (McLean); DX 2012 ¶¶ 8-10; McLean Demonstrative Exhibit 16:13. 

 Mr. Nunes claimed that deploying all of the funds at the beginning of this period into his 

hypothetical index portfolio would have been imprudent.  But that is exactly what he did in the 

Jicarilla case, when his damage model showed Jicarilla’s funds being immediately deployed, 

100%, into a UST Barclays Index on day one.  Damages Trial Tr. 183:14-185:15 (Nunes).  And 

Mr. Nunes stuck with the 1980-81 transition period even after this Court rendered its Liability 

Opinion, establishing that the transition—which would have the effect of leaving the funds for a 

period of time in a portfolio of short maturity—would have been in breach.  Damages Trial Tr. 

186:14-187:6 (Nunes). 

Mr. Nunes tried to explain away the contradiction between his testimony in this case and 

his testimony in the Jicarilla case by suggesting that Jicarilla’s funds had been sitting in cash for 

a period of time.  Damages Trial Tr. 185:7 – 186:3 (Nunes).  But he then had to admit that the 

same was true in this case, because “[b]efore the year-long transition period that you adopt 

starting in August 1980, the WSIG funds had been sitting around in cash for some six months.”  

Damages Trial Tr. 188:6-9 (Nunes).  At trial Mr. Nunes suggested that he transitioned the 326-K 

funds, and not the Jicarilla funds, because the 326-K account was substantially larger.  Damages 

Trial Tr. 268:25-270:25 (Nunes). That excuse was felled by cold fact, because Plaintiffs also 

transitioned the smaller 326-A Funds.8 

                                                           
8 Damages Trial Tr. 283:14-24 (Nunes).   
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 Plaintiffs have attempted a host of justifications for this transition period. See United 

States’ Liability Post-trial Brief, ECF No. 156, at 86-89. This time around, Plaintiffs rely on two 

arguments. First, Plaintiff claims that transition periods are useful to reduce risk:  “A transition 

period reduces the risk of incurring a substantial loss resulting from investing an entire lump sum 

just before an adverse change in the market.”  Pls.’ Post Trial Br. at 51. Second, Plaintiff 

suggests that Dr. Starks also offers a damages model with a transition period, id. at 52, thereby 

implying that the use of transition periods is not unusual. 

Plaintiffs’ rationalizations this time around fare no better than those offered at the last 

trial. First, as discussed at trial, Mr. Nunes’s proposed but-for investment approach is oblivious 

to risk: it requires the systematic buying and selling of securities every month, regardless of gain 

or loss on these transactions, Damages Trial Tr. 320:16-321:4 (Starks), and at every turn 

Plaintiffs argue for tying the WSIG funds into the longest-possible maturities, “reaching for 

yield” in Dr. Longstaff’s terms, and there too courting risk. Damages Trial Tr. 596:6-14; 607:13-

19; 621:19-622:2 (Longstaff).  The initial transition period Plaintiffs suggest is thus the only 

supposed instance of risk aversion in their modelling, which just happens to occur in the one and 

only year during the decades at issue when “going long” would have—with the benefit of 

hindsight—caused substantial losses. 

Plaintiffs’ proposed transition period is also not the way professionals in the field manage 

funds.  When asked at trial about his “real-world” experience with transition periods, Mr. Nunes 

could cite only one example of taking “somewhere between 18 and 20, 21, 22 months, something 

like that” to build a portfolio from $16 million in cash equivalents.  Damages Trial Tr. 91 (Nunes).  

This is not surprising, given that throughout his years with Rocky Hill Advisors, Mr. Nunes has 

never managed any client funds whatsoever.  Damages Trial Tr. 254:19-255:6 (Nunes).  In 
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contrast, both Dr. Starks and Dr. Longstaff have managed billions, Damages Trial Tr. 646:12-16 

(Longstaff); Liability Trial Tr. 618:22-619:2 (Starks), and have seen many examples over their 

professional and academic careers of transitioning portfolios from one highly liquid investment 

strategy to another.  At trial, both Dr. Starks and Dr. Longstaff were perplexed by Mr. Nunes’s 

claims regarding transition periods.  As Dr. Longstaff testified: 

The idea that somehow it might take 12 to 18 months is just … I was 
kind of surprised when I heard that, because in the real world, you 
know, literally you can do these things in minutes. I remember when 
I was at Salomon Brothers 25 years ago, we were supporting, you 
know, their stocks business, and these are markets in which we 
would be hedging with Treasury bonds, and we would view a 
hundred million dollar trade as a small trade. We could just instantly 
hedge that position, you know? That was a small trade. So the idea 
that, you know, that a portfolio that’s on the magnitude of a hundred 
million or 26 million, that it might take 18 months to transition it 
into a portfolio is just kind of astonishing. That’s just not consistent 
with the realities. In liquid markets, you could turn those kind of 
portfolios around literally in days, weeks at the worst. 

 
Damages Trial Tr. 646:8-25 (Longstaff). Similarly, Dr. Starks was unfamiliar with the use of 

transition periods to transition from one liquid multi-million dollar portfolio to another. As she 

testified at trial: 

[I] haven’t seen where, with Treasury securities, somebody waits a 
year to -- to invest slowly over time with this idea of, oh, I have 
reinvestment risk. What I see is portfolio managers that are trying to 
get in as quickly as possible, and they will even take used futures in 
order to be fully invested. [W]ell, I think that the—I haven't seen 
anyone who has taken a year to transition a very liquid—from one 
very liquid portfolio to another very liquid portfolio. 

 
Damages Trial Tr. 533:20-536:1 (Starks). 

Second, Plaintiff’s claim that Dr. Starks included a “transition period” in her approach 

misrepresents Dr. Starks’s model and her testimony. Dr. Starks did not design an investment 

strategy with a “transition period” in the sense used by Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs’ expert.  After the 
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2004 Distribution Act was passed, proceeds from investments that had matured could not be 

invested in longer-term investments (higher “rungs of the ladder”) because to do so would have 

violated the intention to buy and hold, as the Government prepared those funds for distribution.  

Accordingly, under Dr. Starks’s approach, maturing funds are not reinvested in a long-term 

instrument but, rather, are invested in a one-year note.  See JX 435 at ¶ 76; Damages Trial Tr. 

409:22-410:2 (Starks).  The slowly-declining maturity structure of Dr. Starks’s ladder in this 

period, therefore, is a simple function of bonds reaching maturity, and is not comparable to the 

“transition periods” Plaintiffs contemplate.   

C. Mr. Nunes Inflated Plaintiffs’ Damages Calculations By Ignoring Weighted Average 
Years to Call 

 
 During the liability trial all experts agreed that years to call more accurately reflects the 

maturity structure of the 326-K funds, and in its Liability Opinion the Court agreed. Liability 

Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. at 569-70. In fact, Rocky Hill Advisors reported that Plaintiffs based this 

conclusion on an extensive analysis.  Damages Trial Tr. 161:24—162:9 (Nunes): 

Q. So you and Mr. Ferriero in the liability phase of this case actually 
did a pretty close analysis of the frequency with which the callable 
bonds in the Western Shoshone Identifiable Group portfolio were, 
in fact, called. Did I understand that right? 
A. We did. I’m sorry, we did, yes. 
Q. And the result of that analysis was that 85 percent or more of the 
callable bonds in the portfolio were, in fact, called, if not at the initial 
call date, at some point. 
A. That’s correct. 

 
Plaintiffs’ use of years to maturity, now, is thus admittedly counterfactual. And, as noted above, 

it has only one purpose – to inflate damages. Mr. Nunes explained that he uses years to maturity 

now, even though less accurate than years to call, because “that turns out to have been more 

profitable.” Damages Trial Tr. 148:2-10 (Nunes).  See also Damages Trial Tr. 160:13-161:9 
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(Nunes) (explaining that he used years to maturity because, as he understands the law, there is a 

preference for “overestimating damages”). 

D. Plaintiffs’ Error-Prone Damages Modeling is Unreliable 
 

In addition to the damages-inflating assumptions and inconsistencies discussed above, 

Mr. Nunes’s testimony revealed other modeling errors and demonstrated that he lacks a firm 

grasp on key elements of the Barclays indices he adopted for his model.  For example, Mr. 

Nunes had an incorrect understanding of the securities that are actually included in the Barclays 

indices.  He testified that the Barclays indices do not include callable bonds, Damages Trial Tr. 

162:22-163:7 (Nunes).  But Barclays’ own fact sheets show that the Barclays Treasury indices 

do, in fact, include callable bonds.  Damages Trial Tr. 175:8-13 (Nunes).  Mr. Nunes thus 

proffered a “measure of the market” without a complete understanding of what “market” the 

Barclays index actually measured. 

Moreover, Plaintiffs and Mr. Nunes do not understand how frequently cash is reinvested 

within the Barclays indices.  Plaintiffs stated that “RHA uses quarterly Barclays data and, to 

avoid double counting, proceeds received during one quarter should not be reinvested until the 

next quarter.” Pls.’ Post Trial Br. at 48. Mr. Nunes’s expert report twice states that they reinvest 

income quarterly.  Damages Trial Tr. 388:8-19 (Starks, discussing JX 420 and Starks 

Demonstrative 49). At trial, Mr. Nunes repeated the same assertion.  Damages Trial Tr. 191:20-

22 (Nunes) (“Our model . . . invests each quarter’s earnings at the end of the quarter in the same 

cadence as the Barclays index . . . .”); Damages Trial Tr. 193:6-8 (Nunes) (“Q. Okay. So your 

model . . . invests the cash earnings on a quarterly basis. A. Correct”).   

But the truth is that the Barclays indexes reinvest income monthly, not quarterly. 

Damages Trial Tr. 387:13—389:14 (Starks) (While Plaintiffs’ expert states repeatedly in his 
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expert report that the model reinvests income quarterly, the Barclays indexes actually reinvest 

monthly, as reported by Barclays themselves). See also JX 438 (Starks Rebuttal Report) at 

WSIG-TRIAL-08449 n. 15 (“Intra-month cash flows from interest and principal payments 

contribute to monthly index returns…[a]t each rebalancing, cash is effectively reinvested into the 

Returns Universe for the following month so that index results over two or more months reflect 

monthly compounding…”).9 

Other problems plague Mr. Nunes’s models. For example, in his initial damages report, 

Mr. Nunes noted: 

In the process of updating our investment models for this report, we 
identified a structural error in the architecture of our models that 
included, for leap years, an extra day’s interest in our damages 
calculations. For the recalculations described in this report, we have 
corrected this error. 

 
JX 434 (Nunes Report) at WSIG-TRIAL-07586. This miscalculation resulted in a double 

counting of $572,000 in damages for the 326-K and 326-A funds, id., and underscores the 

unreliability of his model.  And of course, at his deposition, after it was pointed out by Dr. 

Starks, Mr. Nunes acknowledged another calculation error—one that resulted in an 

overstatement of damages by over $50 million, roughly 30% of his originally calculated damages 

amount, once again underscoring the unreliability of the Plaintiffs’ damages modelling.  

E. Plaintiffs’ Overreaching Modeling Assumptions Operate to Inflate Damages 
 

As Dr. Starks demonstrated at trial, each of Plaintiffs’ misguided modeling assumptions 

leads to a substantial overstatement of damages.  Correcting for these errors in Plaintiffs’ ten-

                                                           
9 Quoting “US Treasury Index” Factsheet, Bloomberg Barclays Indices, February 8, 2017, at 2, 
available at https://data.bloomberglp.com/indices/sites /2/2016/08/2017-02-08-Factsheet-US-
Treasury.pdf (accessed December 10, 2019) 
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year model, and ignoring Plaintiffs’ unfounded calculation of damages from 2013 to 2020 

reduces Plaintiffs’ overall demand for damages to $74.5 million — almost exactly the same 

amount Dr. Starks has calculated: 

 

DX 2124 (Starks Demonstrative 56) at WSIG-TRIAL-10756.  Correcting for the same errors in 

Plaintiffs’ 7.86-year model, and similarly ignoring Plaintiffs’ calculation of damages from 2013 

to 2020 reduces Plaintiffs’ overall demand for damages to $57.1 million — some $20 million 

less than Dr. Starks has calculated: 
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DX 2124 (Starks Demonstrative 57) WSIG-TRIAL-10757.   

IV. Plaintiffs Admit that Prejudgment Interest is Unavailable Here, and Their Claim 
for Damages After 2013 is Unfounded 

 
In their post-trial brief, Plaintiffs concede that “[t]he United States is immune from an 

award of prejudgment interest in the absence of express congressional consent to such an award, 

Library of Congress v. Shaw, 478 U.S. 310, 314 (1986),” and that “[t]here is no applicable 

waiver of immunity that would permit an award of prejudgment interest in this case, and that is 

not what WSIG seeks.”  Pls.’ Post Trial Br. at 1-2.  This admission should be dispositive of 

Plaintiffs’ unfounded requests for damages running from 2013 through the time of trial.  Absent 

a claim for prejudgment interest, there is simply no basis to continue to calculate damages in this 

case past September 30, 2013 — the date by which all alleged breaches of trust had ended and 
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the 326-K Fund was completely distributed to its beneficiaries.  Plaintiffs’ arguments for the 

further calculation of damages have no basis in law and lack any logical justification.   

A. Plaintiffs’ Claims for Post-2013 Damages Lack Legal Justification 
 

Plaintiffs’ argument for post-2013 damages with respect to the 326-K Fund is particularly 

unfounded.  The Court has ruled that all breaches of trust with respect to the 326-K Fund ended 

in September 2006.  Liability Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. at 659.  Furthermore, as the Court has 

acknowledged, the 326-K Fund was fully distributed to its beneficiaries by September 30, 2013.  

Liability Opinion, 143 Fed. Cl. at 652.  In calculating damages, the United States has sought to 

place Plaintiffs in the position they would have occupied but for the breach, and therefore 

calculated an amount of damages that includes the additional income that Interior would have 

earned for the 326-K Funds during non-breach periods as a result of the additional income that 

Interior should have earned during the breach periods.  See Section I supra.  For example, 

because Dr. Starks calculates that the 326-K Fund should have earned approximately $60 million 

more by September 2006 (the end of the last breach period), she calculates how much additional 

income Interior would have earned from October 2006 to September 2013 (a non-breach period) 

if it had the additional $60 million in its portfolio at that time.  See Exhibit 1 (showing damages 

of approximately $13 million over the October 2006 to September 2013 non-breach period).  

This makes sense because, the Fund beneficiaries who received a per capita share of the Fund’s 

proceeds from 2011 to 2013 should have received the amount of additional income that the 326-

K Fund would have earned throughout its life but for the breach.   

What makes no sense, and has no support in the law, is Plaintiffs’ argument that the 

United States should have continued to invest the non-existent 326-K Fund past its 2013 

distribution date and earned additional income up until the date of the 2020 trial.  The cases that 
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Plaintiffs cite certainly do not support this proposition.  Plaintiffs cite the Osage case for the 

proposition that “initial damages must be treated as though such funds had been in trust all along, 

and additional damages must be assessed for the trustee’s consequent failure to invest such 

funds.”  Pls.’ Post Trial Br. at 8 (citing Osage Tribe of Indians of Okla. v. United States, 75 Fed. 

Cl. 462, 480 (2007)).  But that language was referring to a very different set of facts — where the 

United States failed to collect and distribute certain royalty payments and invested funds to the 

Osage tribe over the life of an ongoing trust.  See Osage, 75 Fed. Cl. at 480-481.  Judge Hewitt 

in that case ruled that United States was required to “earn interest on ‘all moneys due, and all 

moneys that may become due’ until the funds were disbursed,” id at 481, and rejected the United 

States’ argument that damages should be limited based on an assumption that the United States 

would have disbursed the funds at an earlier date.  Id.  Here, however, it is no assumption but 

instead part of the factual record that the 326-K Funds were fully disbursed by September 2013 

pursuant to an Act of Congress.  Although Plaintiffs are entitled to damages that would put them 

in the position they would have occupied in 2013 had the Judgment Fund disbursements been 

larger, Warm Springs, 248 F.3d 1365, 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2001), they are not entitled to prejudgment 

interest, and certainly not continuing damages based on a fiction that the 326-K Fund still existed 

between 2013 and 2020.   

Likewise, there is no basis to continue calculating damages for the 326-A Funds after the 

alleged breaches of trust concluded.  Although these Funds remain in trust, the Court has ruled 

that Interior’s breach of trust concluded by January 2012, and Plaintiffs conceded at the 2017 

trial that it would be “splitting hairs” to criticize Interior’s investments on behalf of the 326-A 

Fund after that time.  Liability Trial Tr. 312:10-20 (Nunes).  There is no basis to continue 

calculating damages for a breach of trust that is not continuing to occur. 
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B. At Most, Plaintiffs Are Entitled to the Time Value of Money 
 

To the extent the Court finds that damages beyond the date of breach are appropriate, the 

Court should not compensate Plaintiffs beyond a payment to account for the time value of 

money.  See Damages Trial Tr. 393:13-394:3 (Starks).  As Dr. Starks explained, “money today is 

more valuable than the same amount of money one year from now.”  DX 2120 (Starks 

Surrebuttal Report dated July 8, 2020) at WSIG-TRIAL-010666.  However, “from September 

2013 to June 2020 [Plaintiffs are] not facing interest rate risk, they’re not facing re-investment 

risk, there’s no risk being faced.  So it doesn’t make sense from a financial economics 

perspective to award additional damages when no risk is being faced.”  Damages Trial Tr. 

417:21-418:5 (Starks).  Accordingly, rather than bring damages forward using interest rates that 

require investors to take on risk, Dr. Starks testified that a “spot risk free rate,” i.e., a current 

risk-free rate over a short period of time, is an appropriate measure to calculate the lost time 

value of money.  See DX 2120 at WSIG-TRIAL-010666.   

Using two alternative spot risk free rates — the rate on the three-month Treasury bill and 

a six-month Treasury bill — Dr. Starks calculated an additional amount that compensates 

Plaintiffs for the lost time value of receiving a damages award in 2020 instead of 2013.  See DX 

2120 at WSIG-TRIAL-010669.  Using the three-month rate, Dr. Starks brings forward her 

calculation of damages for the 326-K Fund ($73,816,515 as of September 30, 2013) to 

$78,180,412 as of June 30, 2020.  Alternatively, using the six-month rate, Dr. Starks brings 

forward her calculation of damages for the 326-K Fund to $78,668,320 as of June 30, 2020.  For 

the 326-A Funds, Dr. Starks brings forward her calculation of damages to $1,036,324 as of June 

30, 2020 using the three-month rate, or alternatively to $1,052,854 using the 6-month rate.  See 

DX 2120, Exs. 3-6 at WSIG TRIAL 010673-80.  
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 In all events, the Court should reject Plaintiffs’ calculation of damages between 2013 and 

2020, which does not look to compensate Plaintiffs for the time value of money and instead 

adopts a legal fiction that the breach is ongoing (and that the 326-K Fund still exists) during this 

time period.  Plaintiffs’ damages calculations for the 326-K Fund from 2013 to 2020 are 

particularly overreaching and unfounded.  Mr. Nunes calculates $15.2 million (using his ten-year 

model) and $13.4 million (using his 7.86-year model) in additional damages from 2013 to 2020 

— a period where no breach was occurring and indeed the 326-K Fund has been entirely 

distributed to its beneficiaries.  See DX 2124 (Starks Demonstrative Exhibit 54) at WSIG-

TRIAL-10754.  Furthermore, Mr. Nunes uses the same index-based approach for this 

calculation, which assumes that Interior should have been investing the non-existent 326-K Fund 

in a way that mimics the performance of the Barclay’s UST 1-5 index.  See JX 434 (Nunes 

Report) at WSIG-TRIAL-07597-07598.  Thus, the post-2013 element of Plaintiff’s damages 

claim pretends that (1) the 326-K Fund remains in trust after September 30, 2013 and contains 

the additional income that Interior would have earned during breaches that ended in 2006; (2) 

Interior would have aggressively invested this fictional fund through monthly transactions that 

are inconsistent with Interior’s prohibition on frequent trading; and (3) Plaintiffs should be 

compensated at no risk for investment returns that would have required Interior to assume the 

interest rate risks and reinvestment risks associated with trading bonds monthly for seven years.  

Plaintiffs’ calculation of damages for the 326-A Funds suffers similar flaws, and presumes that 

Interior would have invested those Funds in a manner that emulates the Barclays Long Term 

U.S. Treasury Index, JX 434 (Nunes Report) at WSIG-TRIAL-07597.  This approach too 

violates Interior’s policies and practices and compensates Plaintiffs, post-breach, for risks 

Plaintiffs did not bear.   
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C. Plaintiffs’ Attacks on Dr. Starks’s Interest Rate Calculations Are Unfounded 
 

Finally, Plaintiffs Motion to Strike Dr. Starks’s Surrebuttal Declaration (ECF 190) lacks 

merit.  Plaintiffs argue that Dr. Starks’s calculations of the time value of money between 2013 

and 2020 should be inadmissible because she disclosed them after the close of expert discovery.  

But Mr. Nunes also disclosed new calculations of damages after expert discovery, see JX 442 

dated June 29, 2020, and Dr. Starks’s calculations disclosed on July 8, 2020, were made in 

response to Mr. Nunes’s disclosure.  See DX 2120 at WSIG-TRIAL-010665-66 (responding to 

Mr. Nunes’s calculations of June 30, 2020).  Furthermore, Plaintiffs’ brand new concession on 

September 11, 2020 — that post-judgment interest is unavailable in this case, see Pls.’ Post Trial 

Brief at 1-2 (“Interest is Not an Issue in this Case”) — demonstrates that Plaintiffs’ own 

judgment and arguments concerning post breach damages have evolved and changed in ways 

that have required the United States to react.   

As Plaintiffs acknowledge in their Motion to Strike, Dr. Starks has consistently taken the 

position that prejudgment interest is not to be included in computing damages, see Pls.’ Mot. to 

Strike at 3, a proposition with which the Plaintiffs now agree.  Dr. Starks consistently criticized 

Mr. Nunes for calculating damages post-2013, which could only make sense if post-judgment 

interest were available.  See JX 438 at WSIG-TRIAL-08455.  On June 30, 2020, following the 

close of expert discovery and after Mr. Nunes’s deposition had concluded, Mr. Nunes presented 

new and updated calculations of post-2013 damages, doubling down on an element of his 

damages calculations that Dr. Starks had expressly criticized.  See JX 442.  Dr. Starks responded 

with a Surrebuttal Declaration that renewed her criticisms and offered an alternative way of 

calculating post-2013 damages if the Court allowed them.  See DX 2120 at WSIG-TRIAL at 

010666-010668.  Dr. Starks also provided all of the data for her very simple interest rate 
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calculations.  See WSIG-TRIAL-010673-010682.  Plaintiffs were provided a full opportunity to 

cross-examine Dr. Starks at trial regarding her interest rate calculations, which were the only part 

of her Surrebuttal Declaration that was in any way new.  But Plaintiffs did not attack those 

calculations or even ask any questions about their substance and instead focused their cross-

examination primarily on eliciting testimony that Dr. Starks’s interest rate calculations were 

newly disclosed as of July 8, 2020.  See Damages Trial Tr. 438:8-447:5 (Starks); 459:9-462:14 

(Starks).  Because Plaintiffs have suffered no prejudice as a result of Dr. Starks’s presentation of 

her interest rate calculations and because Mr. Nunes’s calculations and Plaintiffs’ arguments 

regarding pre-judgment interest have also evolved, Plaintiffs’ request to strike Dr. Starks’s 

Surrebuttal Declaration is unfounded.   

CONCLUSION 
 
 For the foregoing reasons, the Court should reject Plaintiffs’ implausible and hindsight-

driven demand for damages and award damages based upon Dr. Starks reasonable, plausible and 

substantial damages calculations: no more than $73,816,515 for the breaches of trust associated 

with the Interior Department’s management of the Docket 326-K Fund, and $987,920 for the 

breaches of trust associated with the Interior Department’s management of the Docket 326-A-1 

and Docket 326-A-3 Funds.   
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